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Jorns didn’t
tell Senate of
reshuffling
By DAVE HOSICK
Administration editor

KARI SWIFT/Staff photographer

Color me cute
Junior family services major Kenita Perrytalks to Dustin Tylman, 4, and Jennifer Callaway, 3, as they color pictures in
the Home Economics Child Development Laboratory Thursday afternoon.

Spring concert ticket sales up
By BRIAN HUCHEL
Campus editor

Ticket sales for this year’s spring concert have started quickly, with the
University Ticket Office reporting sales of
more than half of the 4,000 tickets available.
As of Thursday afternoon, 2,710 tickets
for the March 25 performance of alternative bands Toad the Wet Sprocket and
Hootie and the Blowfish had been sold.
Sales, which began Monday, totaled just
under 1,400 tickets in the first two days.
John Kunz, concert coordinator for the
University Board, said he is pleased with
the quick takeoff in sales.
“The first day shocked me,” Kunz said.

Senate eyes
multi-use
food ID plan
By REAGAN BRANHAM
Staff writer

Two members of the Student
Senate are researching a plan
that would allow students to use
their food service IDs more than
once during the same meal.
The proposed system would
allow people visiting Eastern to
use their friends’ food service IDs
to eat in residence hall dining
services rather than pay for
guest meal tickets.
The price of a guest tickets is
$3 for breakfast, $4.25 for lunch
and $4.95 for dinner.
Senate member Shannon
Andrews said the plans determine how feasible the idea is by
• See FOOD Page 2

“People were waiting out for the tickets.
Some were there at 6 a.m.”
Kunz said all 1,000 floor tickets available were sold the first day. Because of a
request by one of the bands, there will be
no seats on the floor of Lantz Gymnasium
– holders of floor tickets will be standing
throughout the concert.
Almost 500 tickets were sold Thursday,
the first day ticket sales were open to the
general public. Extra tickets requested by
both of the bands are also included in the
sales totals.
Tickets for the concert cost $12 for students and $15 for the public. The tickets
will be sold from today through March 10
and from March 20 through 25 from 11
a.m. to 3 p.m. at the Union Ticket Office.

Last year, Eastern hosted alternative
bands Blind Melon on March 12 and They
Might Be Giants on April 23. Fewer than
half of the seats for each of those shows
were sold.
Despite the quick sales, Kunz is hesitant to guarantee a sold-out spring concert.
“I don’t know if I would guarantee (a
sell out),” Kunz said. “Right now, I think
we’ve sold more than they did for the
Blind Melon concert. We will come close
to selling out.”
Toad the Wet Sprocket has released
several albums, including the recent
Dulcinea. The band has also had several
hits, its biggest being “Walk on the
Ocean” from the album Fear.

Plans for a major administrative reorganization headed by Eastern President
David Jorns has Faculty
Senate members questioning
whether he violated the senate’s constitution by not
informing them of his plans
earlier.
The plan, presented to
campus leaders Monday,
would streamline institutional advancement and reshuffle responsibilities among
various administrative departments.
Senate Chairman John
Allison said the senate was
not informed of the specifics
of Jorns’ plan until Tuesday’s
edition of The Daily Eastern
News. Allison said this could
be in violation of Article III
of the senate’s constitution.
“My main concern is with
the flow of information between the president and
Faculty Senate,” Jorns said.
“I regret the fact that the
♥ See SENATE Page 2

Tarble sculpture fix not too costly
By JEFF KELLY
Staff writer

A $20,000 sculpture that
was vandalized last weekend outside Tarble Arts
Center “won’t cost that
much to repair,” said Mike
Watts, director of the center.
“All artwork at Tarble is
insured by the Board of
Governors,” Watts said.
“The blanket cost of repairing the sculpture, however,
isn’t enough to be covered
by insurance. The cost of
repairing will come directly
out of Tarble’s budget for
the year.”
The exact price to repair
the sculpture has not been
fully calculated, Watts said.
The artwork, titled
“Dawn Departure,” is a
bronze sculpture, which
Watts described as “very
hard to damage and fairly
indestructible.”

“T
he cost of reparing will
come directly out of Tarble’s
budget.”
– Mike Watts
Tarble Art Center director
The sculpture, which was
damaged sometime between 4:30 p.m. Saturday
and 11:35 a.m. Sunday, had
several pieces broken off
and was pulled from the
bolts that secured it to the
ground, according to a campus police report.
The sculpture will be
repaired by two of Tarble’s
staff sculptors, David
Pooley and Jeff Buchar.
The artist of the sculpture, Michael Dunbar, had a
piece of artwork on display
at Tarble in 1992, and that
piece also was damaged. In

the past, windows have
been broken at Tarble and
other sculptures have been
damaged.
Pooley, a sculptor for Tarble, said incidents of vandalism at
Tarble are becoming more
and more common.
“It seems that vandalism
at the center is pretty frequent,” Pooley said. Several
other pieces of art have
been damaged before,
including a steel medallion
that was twisted off its
base.
Damage to the artwork
doesn’t cost students any-

thing, Pooley added.
“Some of the art at
Tarble is owned by the
artists themselves, but the
damaged sculpture was
owned by Tarble,” Pooley
said. “This means Tarble
will cover all repair costs.”
Repairs to the sculpture
will be done in sections,
Watts said.
“We will have to get the
parts for the sculpture
first,” Watts said. “Then it
will simply be a matter of
repairing the bolts.”
Dunbar, an artist living
in Springfield, is head of
the Percentage For Art
Program, which requires
the state to donate to
artists about 1 percent of
money used for new buildings. That money is used for
sculptures and works of art
outside buildings, such as
the “bowl” sculpture outside
of Lumpkin Hall.
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UI’s new president calls for cost-cutting approach
CHICAGO – The University of Illinois must
become leaner, strengthen its
ties to the people of the state
and put greater emphasis on
undergraduate education, the
school’s newly named president declared Thursday.
“I do not think we can look
to the state of Illinois for a lot
of additional money,” James
J. Stukel told a news conference. “We have to become

more lean as an institution.
We have to work at controlling costs, and I think we
have to look at productivity.”
The morning session at the
University of Illinois at
Chicago campus west of
downtown was really more of
a get-acquainted session with
only a few questions from
reporters and much applause
for Stukel from well wishers.
A similar session was held

Thursday afternoon on the
university’s ChampaignUrbana campus.
Those on hand hardly
needed an extensive introduction to Stukel, since he has
been UIC’s chancellor for the
last four years.
Stukel said another goal of
his presidency would be
establishing stronger ties
between the university and
the people of Illinois. He said

the university must provide
service to them.
Stukel, who takes over
Aug. 1, also said enriching
the educational experience of
undergraduates would be the
third and final goal of his
presidency.
Outgoing
President
Stanley Ikenberry praised
the search committee that
chose Stukel for a job well
done.

FROM PAGE ONE
Food
• From Page 1
contacting someone in dining services
to see how many guest tickets are
sold per month.
“Usually when people have guests
they go out to eat, but sometimes they
don’t,” she said.
The main problem with the proposal would be one of economics. It is
currently unknown whether dining
services could afford to allow extra
meals to be used.
Andrews said Rich Ruscitti, Taylor
Hall counselor, told her that if every
student actually ate all of the meals
on his or her meal plan each week,
dining services would “go broke.”

“In our student handbook, it says
they (dining services) take into
account that students don’t eat all
their meals each week when they
order the food,” she said.
Under the current dining services
system, residence hall residents purchase 11-, 14- or 18-meal per week
plans each semester.
Andrews said if a small number of
g u e s t m e a l t i ck e t s a r e s o l d e a ch
month, that would likely indicate that
allowing visitors to use their friends’
meal cards wouldn’t have an adverse
affect on dining services.
“If they only sell like 15 a month
then there’s no reason letting friends

use the IDs would make them run out
of food,” she said.
Senate member Pat Scanlan said
he plans to contact the dining services
at the University of Illinois at
Champaign-Urbana
and
the
University of Indiana at Bloomington
to see how their systems are run
because their food service systems are
similar to Eastern’s.
“Right now we’re just looking into
what options are open,” Scanlan said.
“Next semester we’ll continue to look
into it and go strong from there.”
The idea was suggested by a Taylor
Hall resident at a hall council meeting.

Senate
♥ From Page 1
senate had to find out the
details of the plan in the
(News) before (Jorns) had
fully informed the senate or
sought advice from the senate.”
Article III states that the
president is to inform the
senate or its Executive
Committee about major
reorganization plans before
he initiates those plans. It
also stipulates that the
president should notify the
senate 90 days in advance
of any major changes.
Jorns has assured senate
members they will have the
specified 90 days to examine the proposed changes.
Allison said while Jorns has
not implemented the plan
yet the senate still should
have been informed earlier
in the process.
“I think this has been a
pattern of the president to
leave the senate out of the
loop on important matters
such as athletics and reor-

ganization,” Allison said.
“This does not mean that I
or other senate members
wish to oppose whatever
the president does, it means
that I wish the senate
would be informed in a
timely fashion.”
Jill Nilsen, special assistant to the president, said
the senate will still have
ample time to give input
and recommendations concerning the plan to the
President’s Council. Nilsen
said the plan will not go
into effect until July 1.
“The president called
together a meeting of all
executive committees to
university
governance
groups on Monday to outline the plans,” Nilsen said.
“If Dr. Allison is concerned
t h a t t h e s e n a t e wa s n o t
included in the ‘planning of
the plans’ then that is accur a t e, b u t t h e r e a r e s t i l l
some four months before
this would go into effect.”
Nilsen also said the reorganization was mentioned
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i n Jo r n s ’ s t r a t e g i c p l a n ,
which has been available to
faculty for some time.
In an attempt for the
senate to get a better
understanding of what the
ramifications of the plan
are, the senate has invited
Jorns and other administrators to visit the body’s next
meeting on Tuesday.
Gary Foster, senate vice
chair, said because of the
little information that has
b e e n m a d e av a i l a b l e t o
them, it would be premature for senate members to
take a position on the plan
at this time. Foster said the
senate will eventually make
a recommendation to Jorns
to move ahead or re-evaluate the plan.
Administrators are hopeful that, under the plan,
responsibilities will be
redistributed to different
offices to allow Jorns and
Steven Falk, vice president
for institutional advancement, to focus their efforts
more on fund-raising and
nd
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gaining political power for
the university.
Gov. Jim Edgar signed
legislation Tuesday that
will eliminate the Board of
Governors, Eastern’s gove r n i n g b o a r d , a n d l e av e
Eastern to fend for itself in
competing for funding from
the Illinois Legislature.
The reorganization plan
also establishes a development council, headed by
Fa l k , t h a t w o u l d r e p o r t
directly to Jorns. This council would focus strictly on
fund-raising and recruiting
a consulting firm to help
the university in capital
planning.
Also under the plan,
Morgan Olsen, the new vice
president for business
affairs, would become the
chief financial officer for
the university Foundation,
the multi-million dollar
fund-raising arm of the university. The Foundation traditionally collects money for
scholarships, endowments
and other awards.

“If I haven’t conveyed to
you anything else, please let
me convey to you my great
enthusiasm for Jim’s appointment,” Ikenberry said.
In responding to questions
from reporters, Stukel sidestepped a question concerning the Illinois Legislative
Scholarship program.
It enables state lawmakers
to hand out scholarships to
favored students.

Los Angeles
concludes
King case
LOS ANGELES (AP) –
Nearly four years after
Rodney King’s videotaped
beating by police, the City
Council has approved
nearly $1.7 million to
resolve his lawsuit.
“This concludes the litigation,” Tom Hokinson, a
senior assistant city attorney, said Wednesday. “It
used to take a lot longer
than that.” The money covers attorneys’ fees, costs
and interest that U.S.
District Judge John
Davies ordered the city to
pay after a jury ruled in
King’s favor in April.
King attorney Milton
Grimes will receive
$456,223 and Steven Lerman $244,043. The payment covers the work of 28
lawyers.
The jury awarded King
$3.8 million for his injuries
in the March 3, 1991, beating. King had sought $56
million. Under federal law,
successful plaintiffs in civil
rights cases are entitled to
be reimbursed by the
defendants for legal bills.
The city’s lawyers
argued King’s attorneys
deserved only $1 million,
and many items in their
billings were discounted.
Earlier this week,
Davies denied a request
from attorneys representing two of the police officers for the city to pay
their clients’ legal bills.
The two officers were
acquitted in state court,
setting off three days of
deadly riots. They were
later convicted in federal
court of violating King’s
civil rights.
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L as Vegas

Prizes!

Black Jack
Roulette
Big Wheel
Craps
Chuck-a-Luck

University Union Ballroom

Tonight! 9pm–12am
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911 ‘dead areas’ focus
of committee’s study
Installation delayed
by communication
break-downs
By SAM McKEE
Staff writer

The committee overseeing installation of a 911 emergency-response system agreed Thursday to map out “dead
areas” that inhibit radio transmissions
as part of a study.
Dead spots are areas where radio
communication breaks down because of
hills, valleys and other topographical
features. They may cause problems for
police, fire and ambulance crews, said
Coles County Sheriff Jim Kimball.
“ We h av e h a d o f f i c e r s w h o h av e
unsuccessfully tried to contact the dispatch center and vice-versa,” Kimball
said. “Fortunately, it has never been in
an emergency situation.”
Officials hope to eliminate the dead
spots when a 911 system is installed. A
central dispatch site is under con struction near the Coles County
Airport Firehouse on Route 16.
A private company likely will be
hired to find the dead spots in a 10-,
20- or 30-mile radius of radio transmitter sites in the area, Kimball said.
Authorities hope to draw up a map

showing areas of poor transmission to
use in choosing the best location for the
911 system’s tower.
The radio tower on Eastern’s campus
and the tower at TCI Cable on Route
16 are two possible sites to test for
dead spots, said Steve Pamperin, a
member of the 911 Equipment and
Communications Committee.
Kimball estimates this will cost
roughly $1,000 per site.
For the Sheriffs Department’s frequency, dead spots lie only in the rural
areas, Kimball said.
The Charleston Fire Department,
however, has experienced a dead spot
on Route 16 from the Worthington Inn
to the TCI Cable office.
“The dead spots are a problem now
in some areas of the county,” said Fire
Chief Tom Watson.
Although Watson said the dead spots
don’t typically cause many problems,
they can be troublesome in rural areas.
“If (firefighters) are out somewhere
rural, and they need additional equipment, they don’t have time to move
their vehicles down the road to call,” he
said.
Once the dead spots are located,
they can be eliminated by finding a
better antenna location or installing
“repeaters,” which receive transmissions and send them throughout the
area.

KARI SWIFT/Photo editor

Potter and clay
Erin Monroe, a freshman undecided major, makes incense holders
for her Ceramics I class Thursday afternoon.

Senate narrowly defeats budget amendment
WASHINGT ON (AP) – The
Senate solemnly dealt defeat
Thursday to the balanced-budget
amendment to the Constitution, cornerstone of a broader Republican
drive to cut spending and shrink
government.
Both sides sought instant political
advantage in the residue of the fiery
battle.
The 65-35 vote that left the
amendment just shy of the needed
two-thirds majority followed Democratic accusations that the Republicans were threatening Social Security, a charge Majority Leader Bob

Dole sharply denied.
At the White House, President
Clinton challenged GOP leaders in
Congress to detail “how they are
going to keep the promises of their
‘Contract (With America)’ on balancing the budget and paying for their
tax cuts.’’ Fifty one Republicans and
14 Democrats voted for the amendment, while 33 Democrats and two
Republicans – Mark Hatfield of
Oregon and Dole – voted no.
Dole is a firm supporter, and his
vote – after one final, futile attempt
to sway Hatfield – was a parliamentary maneuver that kept the mea-

sure alive for another possible vote
during the 1996 election season. To
bring up the amendment again, Dole
had to vote with the prevailing side
this time.
“Let ‘em try,’’ Democratic leader
Tom Daschle said defiantly a few
hours before the vote. By opposing
the amendment, he said, Democrats
were saving Social Security trust
funds from deficit cutters.
The amendment is designed to
end the run-up in red ink that has
the national debt approaching $5
trillion. It calls for a balanced budget beginning in the year 2002,

unless three-fifths of both houses
vote otherwise.
A key element of “Contract With
America,’’ it cleared the GOP-controlled House in January on a vote
of 300-132.
Republicans had looked to the
measure to provide discipline for
tough votes ahead.
“It might make getting what we
want to do harder,’’ Sen. Pete V.
Domenici, R-N.M., chairman of the
Budget Committee, said shortly
after the vote. “For some senators, it
might be easier to avoid the tough
votes.’’

Retail theft charges top report Senate petitions late
equipment, and resisting
arrest.
• Jason R. McNeely, 19, of
Ashmore, and Thomas D. Bell,
18, of 530 Reynolds Drive, No.
91, were arrested on charges
of disorderly conduct at 2:36
a.m. Feb. 25 at 703 W. Lincoln
Ave.
• Paul McCoy, 21, of Frankfort was arrested at 1:04 a.m.
Feb. 26 at 506 Monroe Ave. on
charges of disorderly conduct
and criminal trespassing.
– Staff report
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TOMORROW NIGHT

meeting.
Faculty council positions
include posts on bodies such
as the Council for Academic
Affairs or the Council for
Teacher Education.
Allison said faculty members will have until Thursday to turn in petitions and
statements for the faculty
council positions. This
should provide ample time
for interested faculty to
respond, he said.
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Because of a problem with
mailing services, petitions
for all major faculty council
vacancies were not attached
to the minutes of Tuesday’s
Faculty Senate meeting as
was planned.
Senate Chairman John
Allison said the minutes of
Tuesday’s meeting are in
order, although the petitions
were not attached.
To obtain the petitions,
Allison said interested faculty should look for the minutes of next week’s senate
R

Renee

charges of domestic battery at
5:44 p.m. Feb. 24 at his residence.
• Curtis D. Smith, 20, of
308 Douglas Hall was arrested on charges of unlawful use
of false identification at 10
a.m. Feb. 22.
• Tina M. Patterson, 35, of
530 Reynolds Drive, Lot 36,
was arrested at 10:49 p.m.
Feb. 23 at My Place Lounge,
727 Seventh St., on charges of
criminal damage to property,
possession of less than 30
grams of cannabis and drug

R

Two individuals were arrested last week on unrelated
theft charges at Wal-Mart,
510 Lincoln Ave.
Max L. Jones, 52, of Greenup, was arrested on charges of
retail theft at 3:40 p.m. Feb.
22.
Eric M. Cox, 18, of 221 12th
St., was arrested at 3:45 p.m.
Saturday on charges of retail
theft.
In other city police reports
Thursday:
• Jason C. Rardin, 21, of
620 15th St. was arrested on

O
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City should use
restraint with
new proposal
For about a year now, Charleston residents
have heard Panther’s Lounge owner Mike
Bickers speak boldly of his plans to open a
members-only drinking club.
For at least as long, the City Council has said
the liquor code does not allow private establishments to hold bring-your-own functions.
Next week the council
will consider an
Editorial
amending ordinance to
the liquor code that specifically prohibits any
business without a liquor license from allowing
consumption of alcohol on its premises.
This ordinance effectively plugs any remaining loopholes in the liquor code and expressly
prevents Bickers from opening his club. It’s a
worthwhile measure that deserves approval,
but the City Council needs to be sure it doesn’t
punish responsible adult drinkers for the violations of one man.
The ordinance would allow alcohol to be consumed at non-liquor-licensed establishments
only if the drinking is not part of the regular
course of business.
A provision of the ordinance requires anyone
without a liquor license who wants to have alcohol at a function to make the function invitationonly. This requirement could present a hassle
for anyone organizing a public reception or
other gathering where some alcohol would be
served.
A better way would be to create some form
of temporary license or simply require that
organizers check identification.
If passed, the ordinance makes only subtle
changes in the code. Even without it, alcohol
cannot legally be consumed in most places
open to the public. Alcohol could still be
brought to a business’s holiday party, for example, as long as the party was not open to the
public or part of routine business.
City Attorney Brian Bower said last week that
the ordinance actually gives individuals more
freedom by permitting them to hold alcoholic
functions as long as individuals are not asked to
pay a cover charge and have an invitation.
The council is right to cut off Bickers’ plans to
open a private drinking club, but commissioners
should consider relaxing this amendment’s
requirements.

TODAY’S QUOTE
Company, villanous company,
hath been the spoil of me.
— Shakespeare

There’s a line between ethics and awards
As a journalism major, I
While figures are crucial in
have been taught, preached
reporting the incidence of
and constantly reminded of
“Victims of sexu- sexual assault on campus, no
the certain code of ethics we
victim should have to replay
al assault experi- her heinous experience to a
newsers must follow. Among
these are the pursuit of accuence many emo- reporter just to prove that a
racy, fairness, objectivity and
rape occurred at Eastern.
tional traumas
neutrality.
Victims of sexual assault
which could last experience many emotional
But there are other ethics
we newsers should think
traumas which could last
years.”
about when attempting to
years. Some of these include
Elizabeth
write a masterpiece of facts
denial, withdrawal from family
and figures – personal ethics. Raichle
and friends, depression and
By this I don’t necessarily
fear. The road to recovery
mean those which you would find in the Ten
sometimes can feel neverending, and when a comCommandments or possibly the Constitutional
plete stranger calls to “get the scoop,” the road can
amendments. These are ethics instilled in a person at
become rougher.
a very young age; they make the voice inside a perPart of the recovery process is seeking justice for
son’s head that guides her to “do the right thing.”
the crime committed against the victim. As much as
And with the campus police department’s possiI personally would like to see all victims come forble change in rape procedures, maybe that whisper
ward and press criminal charges, some for a reason
will enter our brains and remind us to consider
all their own don’t find this possible. At least with
another person’s privacy instead of thinking of how
the proposed change in rape policy, victims can seek
many awards we could win.
retribution through the J-Board without having to go
The proposed policy change essentially would
through the legalities of the court system.
give sexual assault victims the option of going
The J-Board should take this into consideration
straight to the Judicial Affairs Board instead of camand pass down the toughest sanction against the
pus police if they choose not to pursue criminal
assailant as they can. Here the board can promote
action against their offender. This, in turn, would
justice and redeem the face of this academic institustrike out any written police reports, therefore creattion.
ing a shield of confidentiality for the victim from the
While the fact remains that just about any person
press.
can get an idea of how many rapes happen at
According to statistics, approximately one of four
Eastern, it is now going to be even harder to find out
female students either have been or will be the vicwho it happened to. But getting a graphic quote
tims of sexual assault before they graduate from colfrom a victim for a rape story is not as important as
lege. Of that 25 percent, about 80 percent of the vic- the victim getting the help she needs.
tims know their assailant and more than half of these
In this respect, the journalist should hold the ethic
incidents go unreported to the police.
of human compassion higher than the ethic of getBy the statistics alone, any journalist can see rape
ting the story.
happens on every single campus in the United
– Elizabeth L. Raichle is the managing editor and a
States, no matter how good of a town its located in
regular columnist for The Daily Eastern News.
or how prestigious the university likes to think it is.

No matter the color,
fraternities should
all try to get along
Dear editor:
When I read the article about
the black fraternity moving into
the greek court, I was wondering
is it all black?
And if it is an all black fraternity,
why?
Blacks have clearly made an
effort to have equal rights and
opportunities in white organizations, but do white people have
the same opportunities in black
organizations?
If a white person tried to
become a member at a black fraternity, what would happen?
Perhaps these separate organizations should start participating
in activities together to get to
know one another.
I don’t mean playing volleyball
against one another, but rather
splitting up the fraternities so they
are with each other against members of their own fraternities.

Your turn
Hopefully then they can get to
know each other better.
Maureen MacLennan

Article about EIU
Foundation needed
some clarification
Dear editor:
Your story of Tuesday reporting
the planned designation of the
vice president for business affairs
as chief financial officer of the EIU
Foundation requires some historical clarification.
The story states that “the control Olsen would have over the
Foundation is unprecedented at
Eastern.” In fact, the chief financial
officer of the university served as
treasurer of the EIU Foundation
under its bylaws for about the first
30 years of its existence.
Those bylaws were amended in
the early 1980s when the auditor
general pressed for more separa-

tion between the university and
the EIU Foundation. Thereafter, the
EIU Foundation elected its own
treasurer; although until recent
years, an “assistant treasurer”
from the business office was elected to provide day-to-day oversight.
Despite being separate legal
entities, the university and the EIU
Foundation have been closely linked since the Foundation’s establishment.
To accommodate the auditor
general, that relationship was defined on a contractual basis some
years ago.
In general, the proposed
arrangement appears quite consistent with the past.
Although no details of the
apparent agreement between the
two parties have been announced,
one might presume that they deal
more with “organization and
administration” that with “control.”
Ken Hesler
Director of university relations
and executive director,
EIU Foundation, 1968-84

The Daily Eastern News

Dancers to hold spring show
By ALISON STENSRUDE
Sta wr ter

The Eastern Dancers will
perform their spring recital
titled “The Agony of Da Feet”
at 7 30 p m Friday and
Saturday in McAfee Gymnasium
The group of 24 dancers will
perform a wide variety of
dance styles including azz
tap ballet modern and hiphop
“The diversity of dance
styles attracts a wide variety
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of viewers to the performance ”
said dancer Amanda Ellington
Highlights of the show include solo performances a
slow-motion dance and a
senior dance
Seniors Melissa Pinkoski
Amanda Ellington and Christina Gonzales will be featured
soloists
Nancy Nordtvedt assistant
professor of physical education and Jeanna McFarland
instructor of physical education are directing the show

“More people are choreographing this year than in
past years all the dancers
really got involved ” said Nordtvedt who has been directing
the dance group for 14 years
Three main choreographers
for the recital include students
Melissa Pinkoski Monique
Goldstein and Misty Williams
Nordtvedt said
Third-year member Susi
Alvarado said this year s dance
group differs from previous
groups because it includes
more men
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Eastern News
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Board seeks
senior award
nominees
By TETSUYA KIKUMASA
Sta wr ter

Nominees for the 1995
Union Board Outstanding Senior Award are
being accepted through
Friday March 10
Candidates for the
award must be seniors
who will graduate during
the 1994-95 school year
Students must be nominated by an organization
or a faculty or staff member
“The award which has
been given since 1980
acknowledges student
leadership through participation in extra-curricular activities at Eastern
and in local community
academic achievement
and employment experience ” said Shirley Stewart director of student
services
Nomination forms should be returned to Cathy
Engelkes assistant director of the Martin Luther King Jr University
Union Stewart said
Completed nomination
forms will be sent to the
University Union Advisory Board to be reviewed
along its criteria be tween March 3 and April
3
A selection will be
made on April 3 Stewart
said
An awards reception
will be conducted in the
Union on May 6 to recognize the recipient s achievements The winner
will be given a plaque
and that person s name
will appear on a plaque
in the Union Stewart
said
Finalists also will be
recognized at the reception

wr ter

Eastern s show choir will
perform at 7 30 p m Saturday in the Dvorak Concert
Hall of the Doudna Fine Arts
Center
“I think it will be an excellent program ” said Director
Robert Hills associate professor of music “Everyone is
ready ”
The group will repeat several dances from last fall s
show but for the first time
the concert will feature
dances choreographed by
choir members Keisha Walters Michelle Milano Carlyn
Bartles and Eric Zickerman
Hills said he is confident
the program will go smoothly “This is a good group of
kids ” he said
Performing with the show
choir will be Casey-Westfield
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Admission ALL NIGHT
with this Coupon
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Draft Lite 20 oz. • 1
Strawberry Daiquiri, Pina Colada,
Margarita, Fuzzy Navel • $150
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Chris (Shaft) Schaff
Formerly of “SHADOOBE”
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Saturday:

“DR.
WU”
with a brass section &
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High School s choir The
show choir previously performed a community concert
with the high school students
and invited them to be special guests at Saturday s concert
The show choir s music
does not have a main theme
but covers a variety of
themes Hill said There are
24 dancers and singers in the
group Nine members make
up the combo which consists
of percussion piano and
brass
Hills founded the show
choir when he came to
Eastern 10 years ago
The group has performed a
fall concert and seven other
concerts this year Members
start rehearsing at the beginning of the fall semester
Admission to the concert is
$2 for students and $3 for
others

baby which will go on to live
a normal life Baron said
But AIDS activists and
Illinois doctors question
whether mandatory testing
of pregnant women is the
best way to tackle the problem
They believe that frightened mothers will stay away
from their doctors
The American Civil Liberties Union contends the
bill is unconstitutional
A l aw m a n d a t i n g t h a t
married couples be tested
for AIDS and venereal diseases was repealed by lawmakers during Gov James
R Thompson s tenure after
lawmakers saw it as a violation of privacy rights
Opponents of the bill will
have an opportunity to testify next week before the
committee votes
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Draft Lite 20 oz. • $100
Strawberry Daiquiri, Pina Colada,
Margarita, Fuzzy Navel • $125
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HIT A

Mandatory AIDS tests
under fire by activists
SPRINGFIELD (AP) –
Roy Baron wept as he
recounted what it was like
to watch his 6-year-old son
die of AIDS
Baron a Midlothian truck
driver told the House Health and Human Services
Committee Thursday such
tragedies could be prevented if the Legislature passes
a bill that would require
pregnant women to be tested for HIV which causes
AIDS
Infected women can
reduce the chance of passing
the deadly virus to their
child if they take AZT during their pregnancy he said
“Following good medical
treatment such as AZT therapy during their pregnancy
t h e s e w o m e n w i l l h av e a
three times better chance of
having a healthy a non-HIV
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Friday:

DJ Andy Miles
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Show choir concert
to feature ‘variety’
Sta

Charleston, 348-8030
Certified Resume
Writer on staff
We also typeset
Term & Class Papers
24-hr. turn around
on most work

TED’S

AT

years
“Hussey will not be teaching people how to
square dance ” Woodall said “Bob will modify
what goes on by how many people show up
and what they already know ”
Previous square dance experience is not
essential Woodall said
“Some people that come have never even
taken a step ” he said “People ust come to
have a good time and do something different ”
The dance which will feature refreshments
is free and open to the public
The event is sponsored by the Eastern
Adult Fitness Program

By BRITT CARSON

RESUMES

“The best Investment for
your Future”
The Career Connec on
1550 Doug as Su e 102
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Annual square dance planned
Students and faculty can en oy fun and fellowship at Eastern s eighth annual square
dance Saturday
The square dance will begin at 6 30 p m
Saturday in the South Gymnasium of Buzzard
Building Participants should enter through
the southwest doors of Buzzard
Because the dance has had good attendance
in the past Tom Woodall an Eastern professor of physical education and director of adult
fitness programs said he decided to extend an
open invitation to the public this year
Bob Hussey a retired faculty member will
call the dances Woodall said Hussey has
earned the name “Mr Square Dance” because
he has been calling dances for more than 30
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Pizza & Qt. of Coke
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Sm. Single Ingredient
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Two Large Single Ingredient Pizzas
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The Daily Eastern News

Friday, March 3, 1995

Peacemakers exit Somalia
MOGADISHU, Somalia
(AP) – Guns trained to the
rear, U.S. Marines backed out
of Somalia and into the sea
Thursday with the remnants
of a multinational force that
fed starving thousands but
failed to conquer chaos.
The Marines escorted the
final U.N. forces from Mogadishu’s shores, a quiet end
to a two-year intervention
that began with a televised
invasion and ultimately cost
$2 billion and the lives of
more than 100 peacekeepers.
The last peacekeepers were
hurried to battleships offshore. The move of 1,500
American and 350 Italian
marines from a small beach
cove back to their ships ended
at 12:59 a.m. Friday.
“We are off the beach,’’ a
senior Pentagon official said
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at a briefing in Washington.
The official said the last
phase of the operation to
withdraw the U.S. contingent
took about four hours and was
“incident-free.’’ He said all
American equipment and all
U.N. peacekeepers had been
withdrawn well ahead of
schedule.
The Pentagon official said
no American ships or aircraft
will remain in the area. “Our
plan is to withdraw our force
as soon as possible,’’ he said.
U.S. Marines landed Monday to protect the evacuation

of 2,400 Pakistani and
Bangladeshi peacekeepers,
the last in a multinational
force that once totaled 38,000
troops from 21 countries.
The withdrawal was delayed several hours when a
ferry chartered to pick up the
Pakistanis was rammed by a
tugboat, damaging its cargo
doors. As the doors were being
repaired, port officials found
their only gangplank was
missing, apparently looted.
“Just give us ropes and
we’ll climb aboard,’’ one
Pakistani officer said. A
makeshift gangplank was
jury-rigged from shipping containers, and the ship left after
a three-hour delay.
U.S. Marines shot at least
two Somali militiamen who
fired at Americans from a
pickup truck Thursday.

British trader held in Germany
FRANKFURT, Germany (AP) – The
British trader whose gambles led to the collapse of Britain’s oldest investment bank
was several steps ahead of a Singapore
arrest warrant and almost home when
police caught up with him Thursday.
Nick Leeson was escorted off a flight
from Malaysia and detained by German
police while authorities waited for an extradition request and arrest warrant accusing
him of mishandling money and other
charges.
Leeson repeatedly told police he wanted
to return to Britain, where his employer,
Baring Brothers & Co., was trying to figure
out how one man could lose an estimated $1
billion and bring down the 232-year-old
bank in a matter of weeks.
In its first comment on the case, Singapore’s fraud squad said Thursday it was
investigating a complaint by Baring Futures that the 28-year-old Leeson “committed offenses of forgery.”
It said the Baring complaint was made to
police Monday, four days after Leeson and
his wife, Lisa Simms, had already fled their
luxury condominium in Singapore, leaving

newspapers at the door and laundry drying
on the balcony.
The couple drove across the border into
Malaysia, where they spent the night, then
went on to a ritzy resort in Kota Kinabula,
about 900 miles away on the island of
Borneo.
Malaysia’s Daily Express newspaper said
Leeson went to Royal Brunei Airlines office
in Kota Kinabalu on Tuesday, asked for the
next available flight to Europe and paid
$1,500 cash for the tickets.
Zakri Abdul Rashid, director-general of
Malaysia’s Immigration Department, said
Leeson’s flight left Wednesday night before
immigration authorities could act on a
police request to detain him.
He blamed the delay on “timing,’’ saying
the department’s computer system was not
connected with all state immigration
departments.
Daily Express assistant editor James
Sardra said he tried to have the plane
stopped in Bangkok, where it made a scheduled stop, but the airport duty manager told
him on the phone, “Please don’t ask me to
go to the runway and try to stop the plane.’’

Union leaders support strikers
DECATUR (AP) – United
Auto Workers and AFSCME
presidents offered encouragement to three unions on picket lines in this blue-collar
town Thursday, but plans to
renew negotiations were more
reassuring to one group.
Caterpillar and the UAW
had agreed the night before to
resume contract talks March
16 and 17 in Indianapolis.
“I would point this out, this
union has just recently
worked out an agreement
with J.I. Case and John
Deere,” UAW President Owen
Bieber said at a short news
conference.
“It seems like the only people that can’t work out con-

tracts with us is Caterpillar,’’
Larry Solomon, president of
UAW Local 751, said later.
Bieber, accompanied by
American Federation of State,
County and Municipal Workers President Gerald McEntee, visited pickets at
Caterpillar, Bridgestone/Firestone and A.E. Staley
plants. Contract disputes at
the three plants have idled
thousands, making Decatur a
closely watched labor hot
spot.
McEntee was upset with
Gov. Jim Edgar’s recent proposal to convert the Adolf
Meyer Mental Health Center
in Decatur into a prison.
AFSCME represents the 180-

employee staff at the facility.
Workers hailed Bieber by
first name as he clasped
hands with anyone who would
take his. He spoke briefly at
the UAW union hall, but later
excluded reporters when he
and McEntee addressed a
larger group of workers.
Solomon said workers were
roused by the speeches.
“They’re not going to sit
back and just let us lose out,’’
he said. “They made it very
clear that we’re going to have
the support of everyone.
That’s kind of what we’re
looking for.’’ Bieber also
promised both financial help
and visits from top leaders of
other unions.

UB Movies Presents

Lumpkin Lecture Hall
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BRING IN YOUR EIU
PARKING TICKET AND
RECEIVE A FREE SOFT
DRINK W/THE PURCHASE
OF ANY BURGER.
OFFER GOOD THIS FRIDAY & SATURDAY
DINE-IN ONLY

Rosie’s Restaurant - We deliver 348-8055
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Student Apartments
Now Leasing for Fall & Summer 1995

YOUNGSTOWN
345-2363
CALL NOW!

Spacious 2 Bedroom
Townhouses for 3 & 4 People

24 Hr. Maintenance

1,3, & 4 Bedrooms Available

Dishwashers

Central Air

3 Laundry Facilities

Fully Furnished

Onsite Management

Garbage Disposals

91/2 Month Installment
Lease

We Got BIG Square Feet!
Evening Appts.
Available

Cambridge & Nantucket
Around Corner Off Of South 9th St.

SUBS

SO
FAST

YOU’LL
®
FREAK

JIMMY
®
JOHN’S

“WE’LL BRING ‘EM TO YA.”

11 AM-2AM

When A Man Loves A Woman
Saturday, March 4 • 8 pm
Sunday, March 5 • Matinee 4:30
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OJ witness backs off claims
LOS ANGELES (AP) –
Calm under relentless crossexamination, the Salvadoran
maid on whom O.J. Simpson is
depending for an alibi admitted Thursday she is fuzzy
about exact dates and times
but denied her testimony was
being scripted by his lawyers.
Asked by Deputy District
Attorney Christopher Darden
if she met with Simpson’s
attorneys on a court break,
Rosa Lopez said she had, but
they didn’t tell her what to
say.
Through an interpreter, the
Spanish-speaking witness
said, “We talked about my
always telling the truth, sir.’’
Darden let out a loud guffaw and was admonished by
Superior Court Judge Lance

Ito. The judge ordered
Darden’s reaction stricken
from the videotape record
being made of Lopez’s testimony for possible later viewing
by the jury.
Lopez, who worked next
door to Simpson’s estate, is the
only witness who places
Simpson’s white Bronco on the
street outside his house at the
hour prosecutors contend he
was killing his ex-wife and her
friend two miles away, speeding back and forth in the same
vehicle.
But on Thursday, her memory proved sketchy and her
sense of time less than precise.
She has said she last saw the
Bronco when she walked her
employer’s golden retriever
shortly after 10 p.m. on June

12. Prosecutors contend Nicole
Brown Simpson and Ronald
Goldman were murdered
about 10:15 p.m.
Darden bored in on the witness, using details from a
report from a defense investigator who interviewed Lopez
twice last summer. In the
report, she placed the Bronco
in the street between 10:15
and 10:20 p.m.
“All I said was that it was
after 10,’’ Lopez said.
“So you don’t know how
long after 10?’’ Darden asked.
“No, sir.’’
At another point, Darden
asked, “Do you have a hard
time remembering time?’’
“If I don’t have it written
down, how can I remember?’’
she replied.

Saturday, March 4
Platypus Productions Presents:
An All Ages Punk Rock Blowout

No Empathy w/ Oblivion
Doors Open 6:30, Show Starts 7:00 $ 5 00
Later... same night, differant groove..

Hairball WillieFrom Chicago
$
00
21 & over

WANTED

deny poor women who are victims of rape
and incest the right to an abortion,’’ said
Rep. Nita Lowey, D-N.Y.
The administration last year notified
states they must begin providing abortions
to poor women in cases of rape and incest
and warned they could lose some Medicaid
funding if they did not. At the time, 30 states
were not using Medicaid funds to pay for
abortions for victims of rape or incest.
House Speaker Newt Gingrich threw his
support behind Istook’s measure on
Wednesday after initially telling reporters
the rape and incest exceptions were “a legitimate condition in the Medicaid program.’’ He
later issued a statement saying he supported
the amendment.
“This amendment reinforces congressional
intent in adopting the Hyde amendment,
which allows Medicaid funding for abortions
in the cases of rape, incest or to save the life
of the mother,’’ Gingrich said in a statement.
He complained that the Clinton administration’s interpretation of the 1993 legislation to require states to provide taxpayerfunded abortions had overruled existing
state law.

for The Daily
Eastern News
Call Ryan or Chris
at 581-2812

EIU Student Wellness
Association
Presents...

Mr. EIU Body Building Contest
Friday March 3rd 7:00pm
Grand Ballroom - Student Union
$3.00 advance $5.00 at door
Aerobic for AIDS Research
Tuesday, March 7 - 4:00pm
University Union Ballroom
$2.00 minimum donation
or complete a sponsor sheet

Ward leery of gangster’s motives
C H I CA G O
(AP)
–
Wallace “Gator” Bradley, a
convicted criminal and
alleged gangster gone
straight, promised disench a n t e d y o u n g v o t e r s a
piece of the action before
they helped propel him into
a runoff aldermanic election
against a fiery incumbent.
Now some older residents
in this downtrodden 3rd
Wa r d o n t h e S o u t h S i d e
wonder whether Bradley is
really a straight shooter or
if he’s aiming to line the
pockets of the gang he once
served as an enforcer.
Bradley and gang leaders
are “planning to sew up the
city ward by ward,’’ said
Lorrie Jackson, 68, as she
stood on a street corner. “It
can’t be for no good. His

debate.
Some say they’re gangs
who want to gain control
over federal, state and city
development money coming
into the area. Others contend Bradley speaks for dise n f r a n ch i s e d y o u t h w h o
want to see change occur
much faster in the neighborhood of housing projects,
abandoned homes and
weed-filled lots.
Tillman, a civil rights
activist known for wearing
flashy hats, in recent years
has become too entrenched,
some younger people say.
“She’s not doing nothing
for this community,’’ said
Luticia Edmondson, 26. “By
him being a former gang
m e m b e r, h e l i s t e n s a n d
knows what we need.’’
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Jen is 21!

background is just too bad.
I k n o w e v e r y b o d y d eserves a second chance, but
not when it comes to gangs.
“Those are nothing but
young people voting for
him, and they’re hoodlums,
criminals, folks who live in
the projects.’’ Bradley on
Tuesday took 31 percent of
the vote in a four-way primary. That wasn’t enough
to win, but it did force
incumbent Dorothy Tillman
i n t o a n A p r i l 4 r u n o f f.
Tillman took nearly 48 percent of the vote but needed
50 percent to win outright.
“ We s h o w e d t h e m w e
aren’t just a bunch of gangb a n g e r s a r o u n d h e r e,’’
Bradley said.
But who they really are
is a matter of considerable

OUR NEW IN-HOUSE
BAKERY
IS NOW OPEN

WE HAVE NEW HOURS
Happy Birthday!
From your
roommates

MONDAY & TUESDAY
10 AM-10 PM
WEDNESDAY THRU SATURDAY
10 AM-Midnight

Located at
615 Monroe
North Side of
Square

348-8223

10:00 Show

345-2380

Editorial
Cartoonists

States could ax abortion funds
WASHINGTON (AP) – States could opt
out of providing Medicaid-funded abortions
for victims of rape and incest under a measure approved Thursday by the House Appropriations Committee.
As part of a GOP spending cuts package,
the panel voted 33-21 – largely along
Republican-Democratic party lines – to
reverse the Clinton administration’s policy of
mandating that states use Medicaid funds to
buy abortions for poor women who have been
victims of violence.
“All over this country, persons who are
involved in state funding have been petitioning the Clinton administration, urging it to
correct this misinterpretation,’’ Rep. Ernest
J. Istook, R-Okla., said of the proposal.
Istook said the administration had misread a 1993 law adding rape and incest to
saving the life of the mother as exceptions to
an 18-year-old prohibition on the use of federal funds to pay for abortions.
But opponents called Istook’s measure a
major rollback of abortion rights aimed at
those who are most vulnerable.
“States rights are just a smokescreen to
hide the fact that this amendment would
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509 Van Buren
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Baseball talks stall again
SCOTTSDALE Ariz (AP) – Baseball talks
approached another breakoff Thursday with
Colorado Rockies chairman Jerry McMorris saying perhaps his side should turn over negotiations to management hard-liners
The sides who met peacefully but unproductively for three days earlier this week didn t get
together during the first part of the day The owners left their meeting site in the afternoon to
speak with union leaders at their hotel
“I think I was used said McMorris one of the
more moderate owners “I think I was given a
false sense
I m not going to sit here and be
used day after day
Asked who was using him McMorris responded “By Don Fehr and his staff On Tuesday
McMorris has expressed optimism saying he
thought a deal could be reached within days
“We ve digressed he said “Yesterday we got
bogged down and last night we were going downhill We ve got to get past the point where all we
can talk about is revenue sharing again
McMorris said he wasn t sure he had “moved
the ball since he oined the talks in August
“If we re not making progress he said then
his side should consider having “different owners
and different attorneys on the bargaining team
He suggested Chicago White Sox chairman Jerry
Reinsdorf a hard-line owner who some on the
union side think is at the talks this week to scuttle any possible deal
Reinsdorf who is at management s caucuses
but not in the talks denies the charge
Five more games were played on the exhibition
schedule which opened Wednesday night Just
600 people showed up to watch the Los Angeles
Dodgers beat the New York Yankees 11-3 at Fort
Lauderdale Stadium which has a capacity of
8 340 and drew 6 664 for the 1994 spring opener
About 600 fans attended Cleveland s 3-1 victory over Cincinnati at Plant City Fla Before the
game came the first replacement trade the
Indians sent five players to the Reds for future
considerations Twenty-three of Cincinnati s 44
players walked out of camp Wednesday
Just 294 fans watched Kansas City beat

Stetson 3-1 at Haines City and about 600
watched Atlanta beat Georgia Tech 5-1 at West
Palm Beach At Bradenton 685 fans were in the
stands at gametime and they saw Minnesota
beat Pittsburgh 6-4
In others news Michael Jordan departed the
White Sox camp in Sarasota Fla Jordan had not
been expected to play in exhibition games
because the union would have considered him a
strikebreaker
At the table the sides did firm up agreements
in 10 minor areas most of which had been tentatively settled during last month s talks in
Washington According to union lawyer Michael
Weiner the side agreed that _Allowances will be
ad usted for inflation Using figures from the
Bureau of Labor Statistics meal money will
increase from $60 50 per day to $63 50 during the
season and from $53 50 to $56 during spring
training The spring training weekly allowance
will increase from $188 50 to $198 50 and the
supplemental allowance for those not at team
hotels will increase from $34 to $36 per week
_All players will get single rooms during the
regular season
_No mandatory workouts may be scheduled on
the Wednesday of the all-star break
_In-season exhibition games will be cut from a
maximum of three to two
_ The maximum number of games in each
league starting before noon will be cut from six
per season to four
_All collective bargaining agreement notices
will be printed in Spanish as well as English
_Clubs will provide at their expense English
as a second language courses to any player who
wants it
_If a scheduling violation occurs only the club
in violation must approve the change not the
opponent for the game
_The sides will ointly update the list of doctors
allowed to give second medical opinions
_The 1994 agreement on how players split
their playoff money during the first round will be
incorporated into the collective bargaining agreement

Jordan leaves White Sox camp
SARASOTA Fla (AP) –
Baseball s most famous minor
leaguer cleaned out his locker
and left camp Thursday When
Michael Jordan might return
wasn t clear and neither was his
playing status for the remainder
of this confusing spring
Jordan umped into his black
Range Rover and left briefly
telling a reporter he didn t know
when hed be back and that he
would release a statement at a
later date
“Id have to wait and see and
address it I don t know all the
issues involved I m really not
sure he s leaving town said
White Sox general manager
Ron Schueler He said he had no
indication that Jordan had left
for anything more than an afternoon round of golf
“Let s wait until tomorrow
morning and see if he shows

up Schueler said “As far as I
know he s not missing unless
he s not here tomorrow morning
Jordans departure came after
a hectic and bizarre morning in
which the White Sox divided
their squad into players who
were willing to participate in
exhibition games and those who
were not
Those declining were told to
move their belongings into the
ad oining minor league clubhouse which is more spartan
and less spacious They also
were asked to leave the team
hotel and had their meal money
slashed They were not however sent home as Schueler earlier
said they might be
Jordan s personal assistant
and driver George Koehler said
all Jordan told him was “We re
going

“I walked in and he said
We re going We walked out to
the truck and that was it I don t
know anything
Jordan had voiced a desire
from the beginning of camp to
not be caught in the middle of
the struggle between the players union he supports and the
owners
He still had not made his
decision public on whether to
compete in the exhibitions
which the union has labeled
replacement games
Jordan who has shown
marked improvement from a
year ago when he first oined the
Sox needs to sharpen his skills
by playing games
He d also been sympathetic
toward minor leaguers forced to
make a decision about the
games The White Sox exhibition opener is Friday
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Zeta Phi Beta Sorority, Inc.
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Captain Capricious
Deuce Demur
Tre Tenac ty “The M dsh p”
Quad Quantumblu
Pandora “The Pearl”
Anchor Adorare’

Babirye Kibuyaga
Felicia Fleming
LaK nya H
Adrienne Coleman
Leticia Williams
Reshecoa Flanders
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University Theatre Presents

Don Juan in Hell
March 3 & 4 • 8 p.m.

on the Main Stage Doudna Fine Arts Center

David & Audrey Jorns Theatre Scholarship
Benefit Performances

*Fea ur ng Dav d Jorns Jerry E senhour
Jean Wo sk & James P erson
D rec ed by Mar or e A Duehm g

$8 Adults
$6 Seniors, Children,
EIU Faculty/Staff
$350 EIU Students

Limited Seating!
Ca 581-3110 o Order
Your Tcke s Today!

Pa ons w h spec a sea ng needs a e eques ed o p ov de
advance no ca on a 217 581 3110

Fri & Sat 5:15, 7:15, & 9:15 Sat & Sun Mat. 1:15, 3:15
Sun- Thurs. 5:15, 7:15

Fri & Sat 5:00, 7:00, 9:00 Sat & Sun Mat. 1:00, 3:00
Sun- Thurs 5:00, 7:00

Reds, Indians swing replacement deal
PLANT CITY Fla (AP) – In deals that are not
likely to tip the balance of baseball the
Cincinnati Reds and Cleveland Indians
announced the first trade of replacement players
Thursday the latest odd move in an already
strange spring
In all the Indians sent five players including
former ma or leaguer Barbaro Garbey to
Cincinnati Mike Curtis one of those included in
two separate deals pitched later in the day for
the Reds in an exhibition opener against
Cleveland
The Reds began their spring training schedule
short of players
Of the 44 players asked to play in games 22
walked out of camp rather than risk offending
the players union
The Indians meanwhile spent the winter
stockpiling replacements and started March
with an excess players Cleveland sent electronic
messages to all clubs advertising that it had a
surplus and the Reds responded that they needed players

“These deals had a two-fold purpose Indians
general manager John Hart said “We saw it as a
chance to help the Reds In the next 24 to 48
hours I think you ll see other teams do the same
Also it puts us in a position to get someone from
them later should the need arise
In one deal completed Wednesday night and
announced the next day the Indians sent Curtis
and outfielder Mike Palivoda to Cincinnati for
future considerations Then at 9 30 a m
Thursday Cleveland sent outfielders Lee
Granger and Garbey and catcher-first baseman
Dave Gray to the Reds for more future considerations
The Reds also made a deal with Florida getting pitcher David Hursey for future considerations
Garbey 38 last played professionally in 1990
at Triple-A He hit 267 in 226 games with
Detroit and Texas through 1988
The Indians and Los Angeles are among the
teams that supposedly had extra players The
Reds and Houston are said to need players

Fri & Sat 5:00,7:00, & 9:00
Sat & Sun Mat. 1:00, 3;00
Sun- Thurs. 5:00, 7:00

Fri & Sat 4:15, 7:30, & 10:0 0 Sat & Sun Mat. 1:45
Sun- Thurs. 4:15, 7:30

Fri & Sat 4:30, 7:15 Sat & Sun Mat. 2:00
Sun- Thurs. 4:30, 7:15
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Softball team to open Saturday
The Lady Panther softball team would be
delighted to be able to start its regular season on time – and with no interruptions from
the weather.
Barring any inclement weather, which has
already grounded the first two games of
Eastern’s baseball season, the Lady Panthers
will open their season this weekend at the
Southern Illinois University tournament.
The Lady Panthers were 24-28 a year ago,
hampered greatly by the loss of starting
pitcher Coli Turley (3-1 in 1994) to a seasonending knee injury. But the senior has
returned from reconstructive knee surgery
and will likely start for the Lady Panthers.
Turley pitched in Eastern’s season-opener
this past season in the SIU Invite against
Indiana University, taking the loss in a close

6-5 defeat to the Lady Hoosiers. The Lady
Panthers committed five errors in that game.
Eastern was 3-1 in the SIU Invite in 1994.
Overall, the Lady Panthers were 8-8 in four
tournaments in 1994 – including the MidContinent Conference postseason tournament which Eastern dropped a close two out
of three games to the University of IllinoisChicago in the championship.
Head coach Beth Perine is starting her
fourth season at Eastern. She has a career
mark of 65-78 at Eastern. The Lady
Panthers advanced to postseason play in
Perine’s first season in 1992, when they competed in the National Invitational Championship.
– Staff report

Henderson, Hoosiers top Illinois
BLOOMINGTON, Ind. (AP)
– Charlie Miller made a threepoint play with 3.8 seconds to
play and Alan Henderson
scored a season-high 34 points
as Indiana defeated Illinois
89-85 Thursday.
The Hoosiers shot a seasonhigh 63.3 percent from the
field and led most of the
game.
Richard Keene’s 3-pointer
with 18.7 seconds to play tied
the game 85-85. Indiana (1710, 9-6 Big Ten) came down
court and Miller took a pass
from Andre Patterson underneath the Hoosiers’ basket

and hit the layup despite
being fouled by Kevin Turner.
Illinois (17-10, 8-7) then
turned the ball over when
Keene attempted a threequarter court pass to Kiwane
Garris, but tossed the ball out
of bounds. Michael Hermon
was fouled with 3 seconds
remaining and made one free
throw to end the scoring.
Brian Evans was the only
other Hoosier in double figures with 16 points, while
Jerry Hester and Garris
shared scoring honors for
Illinois with 18 each.
Henderson made 13 of 17

shots before fouling out with
53.9 seconds left and Indiana
leading 83-81. Robert Bennett
made the first free throw, but
missed the second. Keene
came up with the loose ball for
the Illini, who were also hot
with a 55.6 shooting effort.
Coach Lou Henson was calling
for a time out from the sideline, but Garris didn’t see
him.
Garris attempted a shot,
but it was blocked by the outstretched arm of 7-foot Todd
Lindeman, who had come into
the game when Henderson
fouled out.

PREGNANT?
NEED HELP?
*FREE Pregnancy Tests
*Accurate Information
*Individual Attention
*Strictly Confidential

CPC of Eastern Illinois, Charleston, IL
CALL 345-5000
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SMART VISION

CONTACT LENS EXPRESS
NAME BRANDS, TOP QUALITY LENSES,
AT WHOLESALE PRICES.
Most Major Brands
Tinted, Daily Wear, Extended Wear
Most Lenses Within 72 Hours
1/2 OFF RETAIL PRICE.
CALL TODAY. 1-800-915-5367

Simms, Cleveland talk contract terms
BEREA, Ohio (AP) – Former New York
Giants quarterback Phil Simms and his agent
met with the Cleveland Browns on Thursday,
but couldn’t reach a deal to make Simms a
backup to starter Vinny Testaverde.
“We just got in a couple of hours ago,’’ Simms’
agent, David Fishof, said late Thursday afternoon. “Because of the financial situation, we’re
still going to continue to work on the contract.
We still have things we have to work out.’’
Fishof emphasized that Simms would like to
play for Browns coach Bill Belichick, a former
Giants defensive coordinator.
Testaverde’s backup last season was veteran
Mark Rypien, who is a free agent.
Simms did not attend the news conference.
He and Fishof planned to fly back to New York
later Thursday evening, Fishof said.
The Browns said they’re still interested in

Nicole

the quarterback, who sat out last season.
“We’ll just keep talking,’’ Browns director of
player personnel Mike Lombardi said. “David
and I have made deals before. If there’s a deal
to be made, we’ll make it.’’
Simms, 39, the leading passer in Giants history, retired last year and spent the 1994 season
as an analyst for ESPN. He led the Giants to an
11-5 record and a playoff berth in 1993, but had
offseason shoulder surgery and was cut by
Giants coach Dan Reeves.
Simms spent 15 seasons with the Giants,
passing for 33,462 yards and 199 touchdowns.
He hit 22 of 25 passes for 268 yards and three
touchdowns in the 1987 Super Bowl.
Simms was bitter about his treatment by the
Giants, saying the team simply didn’t want to
pay his salary – slated to be more than $2 million last year.

348-8282

Serving Charleston & Eastern Illinois University
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One 14”
Large
Two Toppings
or
Two 14”
Large
Two Toppings

This Weekend at

4 O’Clock Club
$3 Pitchers
Red Dog, Icehouse, Lite
•••• Satur day ••••

150 Bottles

$

509 Van Buren 345-2380

COME OUT AND TRY
THE BEST
BREAKFAST IN TOWN!
TH

409 7 St.

+Tax

12

95
+Tax

Lunch Special

One 10” One Topping & Two Cans of
Coca-Cola classic, diet Coke
or Sprite & an Order of Breadsticks

7

$ 95
+Tax

Additional toppings 95¢ each.
Not valid with any other coupon.
Valid only at participating stores.
Expires 3/5/95
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Friends
&Co
TODAY!

Featuring:
The J.C.Sanford
Quartet
6-9 p.m.

95

Additional toppings 95¢ each.
Not valid with any other coupon.
Valid only at participating stores.
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Mozzarella w/Marty’s fries $3 49

Free Jazz
Show

7

$

$

Friday: Italian Beef

You ARE so Anal,
but we love
you anyway!
Love Us

426 W. Lincoln
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MARTIN LUTHER KING JR.
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Baseball team will try again to open season
By PAUL DEMPSEY
Assoc ate sports ed tor

The Eastern baseball team will finally get its season under way this weekend with four games in Murray Ky
The Panthers will play two games
each against Bradley and the host
Racers of Murray State
On Saturday Eastern plays Bradley
at 12 30 p m and takes on the Racers
directly after
Sunday the Panthers play Bradley
at 10 a m and come back for a 3 30
p m contest against Murray State to
wrap up the weekend
Head coach Jim Schmitz said his
club is definitely ready to get out of
Lantz Fieldhouse and play some real
games

In fact he even okingly said he
would hunt out any baseball team to
play if the weather does not cooperate
with the Panthers round-robin competition
“I told them we re going to play no
matter what ” Schmitz said “There
might be some snow heading down
that way so if we have to drive around
Kentucky and grab a team to play we ll
do it ”
Schmitz will get his first chance to
evaluate the pitching staff in a game
situation rather than in practice
The Panthers lost their three best
pitchers from a year ago Andy Keefner
Basil Clausen and Mike Fahey pitched
a ma ority of the innings for then-head
coach Dan Callahan and his club
When asked if the current pitchers

are better than their statistics from a
year ago Schmitz said they have
improved
“Yes they are definitely better I
really feel good about (the staff) ”
Schmitz said
Brian Neal and Beau Szul with start
Saturday s games with Chris Hall and
Jim Healey starting on Sunday
Bradley head coach Dewey Kalmer
and his club seem to be in the same
boat as Eastern is
The Braves (0-0) lost six starters
from their 1994 lineup and also have a
very young pitching staff
But Kalmer was quick to point out
that his team is not necessarily bad
ust because of its lack of veteran players
“We have a young lineup but not nec-

essarily inexperienced ” Kalmer said
Bradley will be dependent on a
pitching staff comprised mostly of
underclassmen
“We return our top two starters
(Doug) Robertson and (Kevin) Prebe
who were both freshmen last year ”
Kalmer said “We had no pitching last
season ”
Robertson s 13 wins last year were
ust two short of the national high of
15
According to Kalmer sophomore
Matt Beck who is from the Mattoon
area and freshman Drew Cheaney will
also see quality time on the mound
Kalmer said his team was picked to
finish third in its league by Baseball
America and fifth in the league by the
coach s poll

The end of the line? Men, women finish indoor
Post-season kicks
off with wrestlers
not yet reinstated
By JOHN COX
Sta wr ter

“It s all mental now ” Erik
Murry said
“Now” refers to this weekend s wrestling regional meet at
Marquette University in Milwaukee Wis
“Mental” refers to the sharpness the wrestler s minds will
have to be in in order to advance to the National Championships held on March 15-17 at
the University of Iowa in Iowa
City
Wresting through a weight
class without a loss equals a
trip to Iowa City After that
wrestlers will be praying that
they made a good enough showing for the coaches to vote them
as one of the eight wild cards to
go to Iowa City
Pre-tournament seedings
have been announced in the
seven-team regional and according to coach Ralph McCausland these seedings are “pretty
close
they could be one seed
off ”
David Pena is as close to a
lock for the No 1 seed at 118 as
any other weight class will ever

have Eirik Gustafson at 126
and Tim Fix at 167 are both
possible No 1 seeds as well
“Seeds are nice and everything but in a tournament you
have to prove yourself ” McCausland said “Just gotta put
everything on the line ”
Which are exactly the same
words Murry used to describe
his tough situation at 150
“The guys who will be seeded
1 and 2 I know I should ve
beat ” Murry said “I lost to (No
1) Ryan Cummings (from University of Northern Iowa) in overtime and the questionable take
down call against (No 2 Bob)
Hillas (from Illinois State University)
“My brother (Rich four-time
National Qualifier and Eastern
alum) gave me some advice
don t get discombobulated and
ust go balls out ”
McCausland said that “truth
time will come in the semis” of
the 150-pound weight class
when Murry and Hillas will
most likely face
Two other tough weight classes to watch are at 118 and 126
according to McCausland because of the talented wrestlers
in this area
Pat Marsaglia (142) and Chad
Surles (158) both will likely be
seeded third while Dan Briggs
(190) and Andrew Siebert (177)
may get fourth seeds

track seasons this weekend
By CHET PIOTROWSKI
The proverbial end to another great season has arrived for the men s and women s
indoor track season
From the dominating performances put
out by freshman George Wilson in the 400meter run to Kala Scott s amazing first
place trifecta at Lantz Fieldhouse during
the Conference Championships the outdoor season is three weeks away
This weekend is the last official meet for
the men s and women s teams until the
NCAA Indoor Championships
A small group of the women s and the
men s track teams are off to Iowa State
University while another group of men are
off to the Indiana Last Chance Meet
“(At Iowa State) the track is 300 meters
so hopefully it will be faster ” said coach

Holyfield to fight Mercer May 20
NEW YORK (AP) – Former heavyweight
champion Evander Holyfield who retired last
April because of a heart ailment is returning
to the ring for a May 20 fight against Ray
Mercer in Atlantic City N J
Main Events Holyfield s promoter has
called a Monday news conference to officially
announce the bout
Holyfield hasn t applied for a license to box
in New Jersey but the state s athletic commissioner said the former champion should
have no difficulty obtaining one
“Evander appears to be the most tested
athlete in any sport known to man to date
commissioner Larry Hazzard said “So for
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John McInerney
For sprinter George Wilson only a half
second away from a provisional qualification to a full second for an automatic berth
this is the best possible chance for him to
make the NCAA Indoor Championships
“There is an outside chance for him to
make it It is not impossible ” said
McInerney
George Wilson along with his fellow
1 600-meter relay members Neal Garrison
Kert McAfee and Ralph Gardner will
make the six-hour trip for the men Some
women accompanying the men are Tiffany
Jansen in the high ump who broke the
Lantz Fieldhouse record this weekend
Cristen Conrad in the 800-meter run and
Irma Perez in the 5 000-meter run
“Several of our main athletes are staying
home and resting up Some are feeling
tired ” said McInerney
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that reason I don t think he ll have any problem
Hazzard said his opinion was “based on the
documents that I have carefully reviewed
based on the discussion that I have had with
his personal physician based on the discussion I have had with his physician at the
Mayo Clinic Hazzard said the tests from the
Mayo Clinic “seem to imply that Holyfield
doesn t have a serious heart condition
Holyfield is flying to New Jersey on Friday
to watch a fight card in Atlantic City and will
apply for his license in the next couple of
days said Mike Boorman a spokesman for
Main Events
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Spring
Election

Executive
&
Senate
Positions
Available

Positions
available
Thursday,
March 2nd
Due in
Friday
March 24th
4pm

pick up applications
in Room 201
of the University Union

Student Body President
Student Body VPs for:
Academic Affairs
Student Affairs
Financial Affairs
Public Affairs

Student Senate
Districts:
At Large
On Campus
Off Campus
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Mason, Knicks whip Bulls 93-89 in the Big Apple
NEW YORK (AP) – Anthony
Mason scored 15 of his season-high 26
points in the final period, including
the go-ahead basket with 21.3 seconds left, as the New York Knicks
held the Chicago Bulls to 12 points in
the final period and won 93-89
Thursday.
Mason’s putback of a blocked shot

by Scottie Pippen put the Knicks up
91-89. Mason put a hand in Pippen’s
face as the Bulls forward missed a
long jumper. Pippen fouled Charles
Oakley going for the rebound, and
Oakley sank both free throws with 6.1
seconds remaining. That sealed the
victory, completing the Knicks’ comeback from a 22-point second-half

deficit.
The Bulls had one field goal, a
breakaway layup by Pete Myers, in
the first 9:51 of the final period.
Pippen had 21 points in the first
half and finished with 28 and 14
rebounds to lead the Bulls.
Mason added 12 rebounds for the
Knicks, who have won six of their last

eight, and made 11 of 13 shots. Patrick Ewing added 23 points and
Hubert Davis 19.
The Knicks trimmed Chicago’s big
lead to 13 at the end of the quarter
behind Ewing’s 12 points and the
team’s 63 percent shooting. Pippen
scored just two points in the period as
the Bulls missed 12 of 19 shots.

Western Kentucky women
top Southwestern La. by 50
BOWLING GREEN, Ky.
(AP) – Gwen Doyle scored nine
points in a 17-1 spurt to open
the game and No. 10 Western
Kentucky cruised to an 80-30
victory Thursday night over
Southwestern Louisiana.
Southwestern Louisiana (421, 2-11 Sun Belt) made only
three field goals and managed
just 11 points in the first half.
The Lady Cajuns hit just 13
percent of their shots, to 51
percent for Western (22-3, 112).
Western cooled off to 39 per-

cent shooting in the second
half, but the game was never in
doubt.
Western outrebounded the
Lady Cajuns 60-23. Doyle, who
finished with a team-high 16
points, also had eight rebounds.
Lori Abell and Veronica
Cook both added 13 for Western.
No Southwestern Louisiana
player managed to hit double
figures.
Keeyada Robinson and Jade
Landry both had six points
each.

Back
♦ From Page 12A

KARI SWIFT/Photo editor

Eastern guard Jess Laska (left) goes for a steal against an unidentified player from an
unidentified team in an unidentified game on an unidentified date at Lantz Gym earlier
this season. The Lady Panthers either won or lost by an unidentified score.

Mid-Continent Conference Women’s Basketball Tournament
# 1 Western (15-11, 14-4)

MID
CONTINENT

Sat. March 4

C O N F E R E N C E

Bye

Mon. March 6 7 p.m.
local time
#5 EASTERN (15-11, 10-8)
Sat. March 4 7 p.m.
Wed. March 8 (Thu. March 9 if
at Western Illinois)
7 p.m. local time

#4 Valparaiso (16-10, 12-6)
#6 UMKC (7-19, 7-11)
Sat. March 4 8 p.m.

#3 Buffalo (19-7, 14-4)
#2 Western (19-7, 13-5)

Mon. March 6 7 p.m.
local time

Fri. March 3

Bye

Roam
† From Page 12A
“They played very well
against us Monday,” Samuels
said of Buffalo. “But we’re not
afraid to go back in there and
play. We’re very familiar with
them.”
In the other first-round
game of the Mid-Continent
Conference Men’s Basketball
Tournament, fourth-seeded
Youngstown State, 17-9 and
10-8, will play No. 5 Troy
State, 11-15 and 10-8, at 7:30
tonight in Troy, Ala.
Top-seeded Valparaiso, 18-8
and 14-4, and No. 2 Western
Illinois, 19-7 and 13-5, both
received a first-round bye.
Valparaiso will play the
winner of the Youngstown
State/Troy State game at 7
p.m. Sunday in Valparaiso,
Ind.
Western will play the winner of the Eastern/Buffalo
game at 7 p.m. Sunday in
Macomb.

66-57. The game pulled the
Lady Panthers within one
game of Valpo, which was in
first place, but back-to-back
losses to Buffalo and Youngstown State on the road kept
them from moving up a notch.
Forward Barbora Garbova
had the hot hand against the
Lady Crusaders, scoring 35
points in the two contests.
Should the Lady Panthers
advance, they would tip-off
against Western (15-11; 14-4
in conference), who finished
the season in first place, in
Macomb, a town where the
Lady Panthers have also won
this season. Western, which
also finished first in the preseason poll, suffered a surprise
defeat to the Lady Panthers on
their second game of the season 59-52. However, they paid
the Lady Panthers back by
beating them in Lantz 66-61
on Feb. 4.
If the Lady Panthers go
against the Westerwinds a
third time it will be on Monday
at 7 p.m.
The winner of the Buffalo-

WOMEN’S BASKETBALL
# 5 Eastern vs. # 4 Valparaiso

TC

(15-12, 10-8)

(16-10, 12-6)

Tipoff
• 7 p.m. Saturday at Valpo’s
Athletic-Recreation Center
Head-to-head
• Lady Panthers have won
both meetings this year, winning at Valpo 78-74 in January and 77-69 at Lantz last
Thursday.
Inside the numbers

• Eastern, picked eighth in
the Mid-Con in November,
has vaulted up to fifth, but
has lost its last two.
Player to watch
• Eastern point guard Nicky
Polka led the Lady Panthers
with 14 points despite their 7358 defeat at Youngstown.
Missouri-Kansas City game,
the only other first-round tournament contest, will go on to
face Youngstown State.

Liss
MEN’S BASKETBALL

• From Page 12A

# 6 Eastern vs. # 3 Buffalo

so unstable.
Yes, we love this team. We love Derrick
Landrus, the Charleston Kid who has
emerged as the sole star for the Panthers.
The local natives love Landrus so much that
upon his graduation from Eastern they’ll
probably name a street after him.
How about Derrick Drive, or maybe
Landrus Lane? Or maybe they’ll name two
streets after him, both next to each other, so
their local hero can forever Drive the Lane
in their beloved town.
And you can see the affection for this
team – just check out the home crowds.
From the crazy dude with the basketball on
his head to the funny-looking guy with the
annoying noisemaker in the stands, oftentimes the fans appear more interested in the
proceedings on the court than the players.
Yes, the Mid-Con and the Panthers are a
perfect match. Blown layups, missed dunks,
slow-footed defense. Who wants accuracy
and potency when you can have the parity
the Mid-Con can offer? A Mid-Con game
isn’t over until you’ve seen at least three
two-minute spans of frantic basketball,
where turnovers aren’t necessarily forced

TC

(16-12, 10-9)

(17-9, 12-6)

Tipoff
• 7 p.m. at Alumni Arena
Radio/TV

• WEIU-FM radio, 7 p.m.
Head-to-head
• Eastern upset Bulls 72-71 at
Lantz on Jan. 30, but Buffalo
got revenge, whipping the
Panthers 110-87 on Monday.
Inside the numbers

• Bulls have won six of their
last eight at home, and Panthers have bowed out of the
first round of the Mid-Con
Tourney the past two seasons.
Player to watch
• Panther guard Johnny
Moore, who leads the league
in 3-point percentage (45.6%).

and jumpers don’t have to draw iron to be a
miss.
Yes, the Panthers are the cover boys for
the Mid-Con.
Eastern’s men’s team finished four places
lower than where people expected it to wind
up, while the women’s team finished three
places higher than was predicted.
So basically, a game between the two
teams would probably come out to a tie.
People have done so much whining over
the past year of how basketball incapable
the Mid-Con truly is. Eastern, mighty
Eastern, playing teams like Buffalo and
Troy State? No contest, right?
So the Panthers now travel to Buffalo for
the fist round of the conference tournament.
Buffalo was a school that was made fun of
more than it was feared at the beginning of
the season, yet it is where Eastern was
blown out 110-98 on Monday.
Is it us? It’s them, right?
Back when SportsChannel was here two
weeks ago to televise Eastern’s win over
Troy State, announcer Jim Blaney sounded
quite impressed.
“These guys from Eastern Illinois have all
played solid basketball games,” he said.
Yep, fooled ‘em again.

12A

Randy
Liss
Sports editor

The Panthers,
Pippen; What’s
the difference?
Pardon me, if you will, but I
must compare the Panthers of
Eastern Illinois basketball to
Scottie Pippen.
Panthers, Pippen. Panthers,
Pippen. What in the hell, you
ask, type of analogy can be
pulled out of a tandem so ludicrously unrelated?
Pippen has spent much of
his time letting known his
desire to be traded from the
Bulls recently, all the while
playing arguably the best basketball of his career. He’s carried the Bulls this year to
near-Jordan proportions, even
though he’s unhappy over
where he’s at.
Now, flashback to campus,
and the Panthers. It’s doubtful
that any Eastern coach is
pleased with the school’s current affiliation with the MidContinent Conference, especially men’s hoops coach Rick
Samuels and his squad. Yet
his boys continue to play the
best basketball they possibly
can, even though they don’t
like where they are.
Voila! A connection.
Eastern officials are praying
to the almighty Charles Lantz
that the school gets offered an
invitation to join the Ohio
Valley Conference for 1995-96,
or as soon as humanly possible.
And Samuels himself can’t
stand the current Mid-Con,
displeased with the watered
down opposition he has to deal
with week after week.
But why? If there is any
team in the Mid-Con that
truly personifies the conference, our Panthers are it.
Eastern wins when it
should lose (like Wednesday’s
87-81 win at Youngstown
State) and loses when it
should win (like last
Thursday’s 77-69 defeat at
home against Valparaiso). The
Panthers play nice, competitive games against teams like
Central Connecticut, keep
things interesting and everyone who loves parity is happy.
Never mind that Eastern
was predicted to finish second
in the 10-team league but
managed to wind up with the
sixth and last seed for the conference tourney despite a seasoned, veteran team. Panther
basketball is what people want
to see.
We love this team, this hoop
machine that has managed to
hover at .500 all year in a
league that was voted as the
worst in the country by Street
& Smith’s Magazine in
October. It is also a conference
with no automatic bid to the
NCAAs this year because it is
• See LISS Page 11A
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Panthers roam to Buffalo
Mid-Con 2nd
season tips
off in tourney
By DAN FIELDS
Staff writer

The second season is upon
the Eastern men’s basketball
team, as it travels to Buffalo,
N.Y. to take on the Bulls in the
first round of the Mid-Continent Conference tournament.
Tipoff for tonight’s game
will be at 6 p.m. in Buffalo’s
Alumni Hall. The winner will
move on to the second round of
the tournament Sunday evening to take on Western Illinois
in Macomb.
The Panthers traveled
directly to Buffalo after claiming an 87-81 conference victory
over Youngstown State on
Wednesday night in Youngstown, Ohio.
One might think that all of
the traveling the team is doing
would affect the team.
“They don’t even have time
to go home and brush their
teeth,” said Buffalo assistant
coach Frank Valenti.
But Eastern head coach
Rick Samuels thinks otherwise.
“We can’t let (the travel) be
a factor,” Samuels said. “That’s
the way the hand has been
dealt (to us).”
If the Panthers would have
had to play Western, they
would have had to travel all
the way from Youngstown to
Macomb. But since Buffalo
lost to Valparaiso and Western
beat Troy State, Eastern now
only has to travel the three
hours to Buffalo.
“From the standpoint of reasonable places to get to, its
okay,” Samuels said. “It’s a better situation from the standpoint if we would have had to
travel to Western.”
Despite losing 110-98 at
Buffalo last Monday, Valenti
realizes that the Panthers can
still come away with a victory.
“They’re a great shooting
team,” Valenti said. “They
came here and never died.
They have great three-point
shooters.”
And although Eastern did
lose the last time they were in
Buffalo, Samuels explained
that his team is ready to go
back and hope for a different
outcome.
† See ROAM Page 11A

JOHN COX/Staff photographer

An Anderson University player brings the ball down the court against the defense of
Eastern’s Johnny Hernandez during the Panthers’ 85-55 non-conference win at Lantz
Gym Jan. 25 over the Ravens. Eastern begins play in the Mid-Continent Conference
Tournament tonight as the third-seeded Bills play host to the No. 6 Panthers.

Mid-Continent Conference Men’s Basketball Tournament
# 1 Valparaiso (18-8, 14-4)

MID
CONTINENT

Fri. March 3

C O N F E R E N C E

Bye

Sun. March 5 7 p.m.
local time
#4 Youngstown (17-9, 10-8)
Fri. March 3 7:30 p.m.
Tue. March 7 7:30 p.m. CST,
8:30 p.m. EST

#5 Troy State (11-15, 10-8)
#3 Buffalo (17-9, 12-6)
Fri. March 3 7 p.m.

#6 EASTERN (16-12, 10-8)
#2 Western (19-7, 13-5)

Sun. March 5 7 p.m.
local time

Fri. March 3

Bye

Lady Panthers back in the high life again
Team in Mid-Con
tourney for first
time in four years
By JOHN BATES
Staff writer

Eastern fans have been
waiting for this game for four
years.
At 7 p.m. on Saturday, the

waiting will be over.
The Lady Panthers, who
were predicted in a preseason
coaches poll to finish eighth in
the Mid-Continent Conference
and out of the playoff picture,
surprised everyone and found
themselves on the brink of
actually hosting a playoff
game. They missed that opportunity Wednesday, but their
current situation doesn’t look
any less optimistic.

Of the five other teams in
the playoffs, the Lady Panthers’ (15-11; 10-8 in conference) first round opponent,
Valparaiso (16-10; 12-6 in conference), is the only team that
hasn’t defeated Eastern this
season.
The Lady Crusaders’ defense failed them in a Jan. 21
meeting against the Lady
Panthers. The usually lackluster Eastern offense was the

hero in a 80-72 come-frombehind victory. The Lady Panther road victory snapped a
six-game winning streak for
the Lady Crusaders, who were
in first place at the time.
Valpo had a seven-game
winning streak on the line
when they traveled to Eastern
on Feb. 23, and once again the
Lady Panthers cut it off there.
This time they were defeated
♦ See BACK Page 11A
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Although Las Vegas is miles away, Eastern students can travel to the gambling
Mecca tonight without ever leaving
Charleston .
"A Night in Vegas," sponsored by the University Board, will be from 9 p.m. to midnight
tonight in the University Ballroom of the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union.
"A Night in Vegas," which was held for the
first time last fall, attracted approximately
500 students, said Susan Stephens, University special events coordinator.
"We had no idea so many people would
come," she said. "We're planning on handling
more people and anticipating a larger crowd
"" See

las Vegas Page 28

.

Calendar

Tonight

• UB Spec a Events w ho d
“A N ght n Las Vegas” at 9
p.m. n the Un vers ty Ba room of the Mart n Luther
K ng Jr. Un vers ty Un on.
• The Un vers ty of
no s
B ack Chorus w be performng at 7:30 p.m. n the Dvorak Concert Ha . Adm ss on
s $4 for students and sen or
c t zens and $6 for the genera pub c.
• “The Agony of da Feet,”
the E U Dancers spr ng concert, w be he d at 7:30 p.m.
on the McAfee stage. Adm ss on s free.
• Mother Lode w be perform ng from 6 to 8 p.m. n
the Rathske er of the Un vers ty Un on. Adm ss on s free.
• “Don Juan n He ” 8 p.m.
on the Ma n Stage n the
Doudna F ne Arts Center.
Adm ss on s $8 for adu ts, $6
or sen ors and ch dren and

Las Vegas
$3.50 for Eastern students.

Sunday

Saturday
• Comed an Kats Chape w
be perform ng at 10 p.m. n
the Rathske er of the Un vers ty Un on.
• The E gh h Annua Square
Dance w be he d from 6:30
p m o 8 p m n he Sou h
Gymnas um of the Buzzard
Bu d ng.
• “The Agony of da Feet” w
be he d at 7:30 p.m. on the
McAfee stage. Adm ss on s
free.
• “The Fore gner” w be presented at 8 p.m. n the Doudna F ne Arts Bu d ng.
• “When a Man Loves a
Woman ” s arr ng Meg Ryan
and Andy Garc a w
be
shown at 8 p.m. n Room
122 of Lumpk n Ha .
• “Don Juan n He ” 8 p.m.
on the Ma n Stage n the
Doudna F ne Arts Center.

P

• A recept on for the A -Student art show recept on and
awards presentat on w be
he d from 2 to 4 p.m. n the
Tarb e Arts Center.
• “The Fore gner” w be presented at 2 p.m. n the Doudna F ne Arts Bu d ng.

Tuesday
• “Beyond the Ve ,” a pane
d scuss on about perspect ves
on M dd e Eastern Women,
w be he d at 5 p.m. n the
Kansas Room of the Un vers ty Un on.

Thursday
• “No Formu a,” a pane d scuss on about the paths of
women n sc ence, w
be
he d at 7 p.m. n the Eff ngham Room o he Un vers y
Un on.
BY JOE HERRMANN

eas and Carrots

♣ From page 1
th s t me.”
Wh e p ay ng at the EastCentra
no s vers on of
Vegas, students w be g ven
a certa n amount of scr p and
w be ab e to try the r uck at
3 craps tab es, 28 b ack ack
tab es, two doub e-rou ette
whee s, chuck-a- uck, the b g
whee , a raff e and an auct on.
“Th s event s tota y free,
and you are def n te y go ng to
have a good
t me,” Stephens
sa d. “We re
go ng to
have so
many pr zes
t s ke y
that you
wa k away
w th someth ng.”
Stephens sa d UB has
mproved ton ght s Vegas
n ght by rent ng qua ty cas no
equ pment and supp es from
Stanford Product ons, a M ssour -based company.
“We buy a ot of spec a
events and enterta nment supp es from them and they had
the best cas no setup,” she
sa d.
n order to ensure more
students get pr zes, pr zes w
be auct oned off nstead of
bought, Stephens added.
“At 10:30 p.m., students
can make b ds on tems and
pay for them w th the r fake
money we g ve them,”
Stephens sa d.
A p t boss from Stanford

in

Product ons w contro the
b dd ng m ts throughout the
even ng so students can t ose
or take a the money r ght
away, Stephens sa d.
A raff e w be he d for a
te ev s on, VCR, var ous e ectron c equ pment and severa
sma er tems.
“We re not hav ng food
th s t me because we wanted
to spend the money on the
pr zes,” Stephens sa d.
“We

wanted to
et the students wa k
home w th more s nce t s
on y three hours.”
Stephens sa d many vo unteers w be on hand, so the
n ght shou d run smooth y.
“We had about 30 vo unteers ast year,” she sa d.
“Th s year we have 55 peop e
we are us ng from many d fferent groups nc ud ng A pha
Ph Omega, the women s soccer team and var ous fratern t es and soror t es.”
Stephens sa d UB to d
organ zat ons they wou d g ve
them $50 for every 10 vo unteers they got and $25 for
any f ve vo unteers. The
money went d rect y to the
organ zat on as a fundra ser.
A students can attend and
adm ss on s free.

N

O

BY DYLAN ETHAN COLLINS

ne in the Oven

Verge ed tor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Nata e Gott
Verge ed tor pro tem . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Dav d M. Putney
Assoc. verge ed tor pro tem . . . . . . . . . . . . .Karen Wo den
Verge photo ed tor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Shery Sue S dwe
Wr ter . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Reagan Branham
Wr ter . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Stephan e Carro
Wr ter . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Me an e McC a n
Cover . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Dav d M. Putney
Cover Photo . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Shery Sue S dwe

WHAT’S COOKIN’

SPORTS NEWS
TOTAL TO-THE-MINUTE INFO

LUNCH SPECIALS

• Tuna Salad Sandwich

on croissant with cup
of soup or salad
• Mushroom and cheese
omelette with soup
and a muffin
• Fish with macaroni and
cheese coleslaw and roll
EVENING SPECIALS
Mon-Sat AFTER 5PM
•Stuffed Chicken
•Beef Stir Fry

GREAT BREAKFASTS
EVERY MORNING!
409 7th St.• 345-7427
2B
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Large 1 Item Pizza & Free Qt. of Coke

8

+ Tax

s
liai’
g
a
P
PIZZA

No Coupon - Just Ask

FREE
DELIVERY

Not valid
with any other offer
Open Daily 4 pm - 1 am
‘til 2 am on Weekends

345-3400

LUNCH & DINNER

Cho ce o Topp ngs

3
While They Last!!

w/ Garden Salad

1-900-289-2266 EXT. 145 $2.00 PER MIN, AVG CALL 2 MINS
AVERAGE COST PER CALL $4.00
MAXIMUM COST $10.00
TOUCH TONE PHONE REQ
UNDER 18 GET PARENT’S PERMISSION
STAUSS ENTERPRISES, CARMEL, CA (408)625-1910

35

Weekends Are Made For
HUGE Stuffed Potato
$
95

CALL NOW!

$
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Comedian banks future on laughs
BY NATALIE GOTT
“I’m just a comedian,” yawned
Katsi Chapell. “I’m a Bill Cosbylike comedian.”
Chapell had just awakened from
an 10-hour slumber.
“Last night was the first night I
got some good sleep in a long
time,” Chapell said over the telephone from her hotel room in
Nevada, Mo.. “My body was
rebelling, but now I know what to
do with it.
“Give it some breakfast. Give it
some more sleep.”
The previous evening she celebrated her birthday by performing
at Kottie College in Nevada, Mo.
The student organizing board surprised her after the show with a
large birthday cake, which she
shared with the 300-member audience.
“The kids were surprised at how
old I was,” Chapell said, as she was
slowly waking up. “I’m old. It will
be rough enough when I get popular and (reporters) put it on shows
like (Entertainment Tonight). Until
then I’m not giving it out.”
Chapell will be performing at 10
p.m. Saturday in the Rathskeller of
the Martin Luther
King Jr. University
Union.
Chapell’s professional comedy career
began seven years
ago. However, she
claims she has
always been able to
make people laugh.
“People would
always say, `Oh she
is the funny one. She is the playful
puppy dog,’” she said.
In 1980, Chapell realized the
comedy scene in her hometown
Tulsa, Okla., was non-existent, so
she packed her suitcases and
moved to California. She worked at
a bank for eight years before pursuing comedy.
She knew she was in the wrong
job at the bank but was afraid to
attempt a comedy career.
She started working up the
courage to try her hand, when

strangers would claim they could
tell she had chosen the wrong
path. One man in particular read
her palms at a party and said fate
intended her for a career in comedy.
“I think that was God getting his
little angels down here to say `Get
busy,’” Chapell said.
She enrolled in a comedy class
before her debut performance
because she was afraid she
wouldn’t make anyone laugh at her
first show.
But making people laugh has
hardly been a problem for Chapell,
who has performed at the Grand
Ole Opry and the New York
Square. She also opened for singer
Patty Labelle.
During her performances,
Chapell tells stories about everyday
occurrences she witnesses and
avoids using profanity.
“I’m an
observer,”

she said. “I like to just watch people.”
A large segment of her performance includes poking fun at her
personal history, she said as she
started to tell a childhood story.
“When I was a little girl I wanted
to wear two braids. I was jealous of
little white girls who got to wear
Cindy Brady braids. She was my
hero, but I was the little girl with
95 Buckwheat braids.”
Chapel admits that during some
of her earlier performances the
crowd smiled but never laughed.
For her most recent shows, she has
the crowd in hysterics.
“I always think I could have done
something different,” she said. “I’m
not overconfident like many of the
people in comedy I know. After a
show, a lot of my friends would say
`I just killed.’ I’m thinking, `No you
didn’t. You weren’t that great.’”
“I’m kind of neurotic like that.”

“When I was a
little girl I
wanted to wear
two braids.”
KATSI CHAPPEL

Student art
exhibit shows
Eastern’s best
By STEPHANIE CARROLL
Several varieties of images and
approaches will highlight the artwork in
Tarble Arts Center’s annual All-Student Art
Show, opening this weekend.
The show, co-sponsored by the art
department, will open Saturday at the center and will run until March 26. Award
winning works from a juried competition
will be on display.
“The work in the show gives an
overview of studio and graphic design at
Eastern,” said Michael Watts, Tarble Arts
Center director. “What’s produced is an
indication of quality of faculty as well as of
the students.”
To compete in the annual show,
entrants must be an undergraduate at Eastern and enrolled in at least one studio art
course. Also the students’ art must be original, not more than two years old and not
previously exhibited at Tarble.
“It is still student art,” Watts said. “It is
not at a professional level yet. If the students were professionals, they would not
be here.”
Eighty-nine students entered the competition with 314 pieces of art. However, 86
pieces of art representing 48 students were
actually selected to be part of the show,
Watts said.
“There’s a wide variety of images and
approaches represented in the show,”
Watts said. “A lot of creativity and imagination is evident in the work.”
A best-of-show award of $200 will be
given to an overall winner. Also, seven
other merit awards of $50 will be presented by category.
The areas of the show are graphic
design, crafts, drawing, printmaking, painting, sculpture, photography and design.
All the awards will be presented at the
show’s opening reception from 2 to 4
p.m. Sunday.
The Best-of-Show award is co-funded
by the art department and the Tarble Arts
Center, through Tarble membership contributors.
All the entries were judged by off-campus jurors. The three jurors included
Wendy Calman, a drawing and printmaking professor at Indiana University in
Bloomington; Brian Priest, a graphic
designer for Lierman & Associates in
Champaign; and Denise Seif, a metalsmith
and gallery director at Parkland College in
Champaign.

Jorns’ return to theatre a hell of a good time
DAVID M.PUTNEY
For his first return to the
theater in 15 years, Eastern
President David Jorns chose a
role some may think he’s
already familiar with: The
devil.
“It’s typecasting,” he said,
with a laugh.
Jorns, who has a doctorate
in theater history and criticism, said his part in “Don
Juan in Hell” is really a
chance to get out of the president’s office and return to his
professional first love.
“I look forward to going
back to it someday,” he said.
“I’d eventually like to go back
to the faculty and
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teach.”
Jorns and three theater
arts department members will
perform “Don Juan in Hell”
at 8 p.m. tonight and Saturday on the Main Stage in the
Doudna Fine Arts Center.
Admission is $8 for adults,
$6 for seniors and children
and $3.50 for Eastern students.
Proceeds benefit the David
and Audrey Jorns Theatre
Scholarship fund.
Because the performance
benefits the newly established
endowed scholarship, the
entire department has a hand
in the production. Faculty or
staff members fill all four
roles and provide back-

stage support. Majorie
Duehmig, associate professor
of theater arts, will direct.
Preparation time has been
cut to a minimum, partly
because of Jorns’ hectic
schedule.
“These people are professionals,” Duehmig said. “We
have to have a lot more
rehearsals with people who
haven’t been on stage
before.”
The show, actually the
third act of George Bernard
Shaw’s 1903 play “Man and
Superman,” is being performed as a staged reading.
Blocking is held to a minimum, acting is more
restrained and characters will
wear for-
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mal clothes, not costumes.
Scenery is limited to a few
platforms and large boxes.
“The audience will be
allowed to think more, create
what it looks like in their own
minds,” Duehmig said.
The show deals with
weighty questions in lively
and somewhat more literate
language.
“This play gives all of
Shaw’s ideas about the universe and what’s wrong with
it,” said Jerry Eisenhour, who
will be playing Don Juan.
In the show, Ana, (Jean
Wolski) a woman who considered herself quite pious in
life, finds herself in hell
after death.
There she meets
Don Juan

(Eisenhour), once her suitor
and murderer of her father.
Shockingly, hell is a comfortable place, and Don Juan
and her father (James Pierson) are fast friends. Shaw
turns peoples’ perception of
righteousness and sin and
even heaven and hell on their
head.
“It’s ironic, and it’s the
irony that has lasted,”
Duehmig said. “(Ana’s) very
sanctimonious. It kind of
shows our religious
hypocrisy.”
Even the devil isn’t his regular, nasty old self.
“It’s a role reversal,” Jorns
said. “The devil’s pretty
nice.”

3B

Choir to fill Dvorak
with energetic show
across the nation. It has won
not only campus recognition
but also some off-campus
praise, including a number of
awards for excellence.
To be a choir member, students are not required to audition, but must honor the
schedule and follow the rules,
Davis said. The group practices two nights a week for
two-and-a-half hours each
evening.
The concert will begin at
7:30 p.m. tonight. Tickets are
$6 for the public and $4 for
senior citizens and students.
Seating for the show is limited. Tickets can be reserved
by calling the music department at 581-3010.
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Confusion surrounds
Pulp Fiction Oscar
Award nominations
BEVERLY HILLS, Calif. (AP)
– Anthony Hopkins appeared in
only one-fifth of “The Silence of
the Lambs” and won the best
actor Oscar. Timothy Hutton
was in most of “Ordinary People” and was called an Academy
Award supporting actor.
This year, Oscar category
confusion persists with “Pulp Fiction” and its star. Is it John Travolta, as many believe? Or
Samuel L. Jackson, as others
say? The actors branch of the
Academy of Motion Picture Arts
and Sciences nominated Travolta
for best actor and Jackson for
best supporting actor, prompting
the debate over the proper fit.
“Had it been fair and honest,
they both should have gone for
the lead role,” said one person
who worked closely on the film,
adding that Travolta and Jackson’s talent agents weighed the
chances each client would have
in the respective categories, and
made an “economic” decision.
“Pulp Fiction” maker Miramax Films maintains Travolta
has twice Jackson’s screen time,
and his Vincent Vega hit man
character ties together the
movie’s three story lines. Travolta also appears in a long scene
with Uma Thurman from which
Jackson, who plays hired killer
Jules Winnfield, is absent.
When Travolta and Jackson
are together, however, it’s Jackson who does most of the talking.
“What you may end up with is
Travolta has more screen time
and Jackson has more lines,”
says Los Angeles Times film critic Peter Rainer, chairman of the
National Society of Film Critics.
“It’s one of those gray areas that
creates problems.” Rainer’s organization, like the New York Film
Critics Circle, voted for Jackson
in both the best actor and the
best supporting actor categories
in their awards balloting. The
Independent Feature Project,
whose annual awards are handed
out March 25, nominated Jackson for best actor – and skipped
Travolta entirely.
“The categories are determined by the nominating committee – and they determined
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that John Travolta and Samuel
Jackson both had leading roles,”
says the IFP’s Dawn Hudson.
Says committee chair Geoff
Gilmore: “You try to make decisions that are logical, rather than
what somebody wants you to
do.” Golden Globe voters and
balloting in the new Screen
Actors Awards mirrored the
Academy selections. So, too, did
nominations in Britain’s Bafta
awards.
Although the Academy’s
1,400-member actors branch
can put a performer in any category it chooses, Miramax asked
it to consider Travolta for the
lead and Jackson as a secondary
player.
The fear was that if the two
actors went head-to-head, their
votes would be split and both
would be shut out. (Morgan Freeman thus may have knocked
Tim Robbins, his co-star in “The
Shawshank Redemption,” from
this year’s best actor race, where
both were touted.) In a letter sent
to Academy voters, “Pulp Fiction” producer Lawrence Bender
said, “I know that with an
ensemble film such as `Pulp Fiction,’ it is often difficult to distinguish between lead and supporting performances.” Bender suggested, having “discussed it at
length with all the actors
involved,” that Travolta be considered for actor and Jackson
and Bruce Willis for supporting
actor.
Miramax’s advertisements in
Hollywood trade newspapers
reiterated those suggestions.
Bruce Davis, the Academy’s
executive director, says the “Pulp
Fiction” nominations are fitting,
although a case could be made
that Travolta and Jackson are
both supporting players.
“John Travolta is in every
scene – and then there’s the
Uma Thurman scenes,” he says.
“Those are not dramatically
insignificant sequences.” Davis
added that the actors branch was
not unduly influenced by Miramax, as some critics have suggested.
“The actors are strong-willed.
As a group, they tend to make
their own decisions,” he said.
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PINK PANTHER TRYOUTS
Informational Meeting
Wednesday, March 8
8:30 pm
Effingham Room • University Union

Tryouts
March 21 - 23
Lantz Gym
6:00 - 10:00 pm
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DOMINO’S PIZZA SPRING BREAK

PRICE
BREAK
MEDIUM
PIZZA

WITH CHEESE ONLY

49

3

THIN CRUST $

ADDITIONAL
TOPPINGS
ONLY $1.OO
E A C H
MAKE IT A
PAN FOR
ONLY $1.00
M O R E
GET TWO
FOR ONLY

OFFER
EXPIRES
$6.49 3 / 1 0 / 9 5

OR GET A LARGE PIZZA
FOR ONLY $ 1 M O R E !
DOMINO'S
PIZZA

The University of Illinois
Black Chorus will visit Dvorak
Concert Hall in the Doudna
Fine Arts Center tonight to
perform a variety of traditional African-American music
styles.
The group will be singing
African chants, spirituals,
anthems, hymns and traditional and contemporary
gospels, said Ollie Watts
Davis, director of the 100member chorus.
Eastern’s audience can
expect a “high energy performance,” Davis said. He described the chorus as incredible, highly energetic and highly motivated.
The chorus, made up of
freshmen through graduatelevel students, has performed
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UB Mini-Concerts Presents

McHUGH'S
Double Drive-Thru

WEEKEND
SPECIAL

ALL DAY FRI. & SAT.
2 - 1/4 POUND
CHEESEBURGERS AND
2 LARGE FRIES

ONLY $3

S ET TI E

•FREE FOOD!
UNIVERSITY
BOARD
EASTERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY
CHARLESTON, ILLINOIS

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 8th
8PM ••• RATHSKELLAR
$1 Student w/ ID, $3 General Public
(Rescheduled From MARCH 1st)

Warbler ’95

On the Verge of the Weekend

Small
$2.99
Medium $3.99
Large
$4.99
XX Large $9.99

Breadsticks
$1.99
Cheesesticks
$3.30

(Cheese Pizza Only) • Toppings 50¢

348-5454

TM

Costs for Student Groups**
1/6 page*– $35
1/3 page* – $55
1/2 page – $75
2/3 page – $100
Full page – $150

Group Photos

We will come to you before or
after your group’s meeting.
Warbler photographers will be
taking Group Portraits from
now until March. 3rd.
Mon., Wed., Fri., 5–9pm
Tues., Thurs., 1–7pm
Sat. 10am–2pm

Save Your Money For Spring Break

** Prices for Faculty Groups are slightly higher.
* Limit of 15 people in photo.

For more info, call Student Publications at 2812.
Come by Student Publications Office in Buzzard
Building, Rm. 127 to make an appointment
and pay for photo session.

March 3, 1995
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING
POLICY
The Daily Eastern
News cannot be responsible for more than one
day's incorrect insertion.
Report errors immediately at 581-2812. A corrected ad will appear in
the next edition.
All classified advertising MUST meet the 2
p.m. deadline to
appear in the next day's
publication. Any ads
processed AFTER 2
p.m. will be published
in the following day's
newspaper. Ads cannot
be canceled AFTER the
2 p.m. deadline.
Classified ads must
be paid in advance. Only
accounts with established credit may be
billed.
All Advertising submitted to The Daily
Eastern News is subject
to approval and may be
revised, rejected, or canceled at any time.
The Daily Eastern
News assumes no liability if for any reason it
becomes necessary to
omit an advertisement.

CLASSIFIED
DIRECTORY
SERVICES OFFERED
BUSINESSOPPORTUNITIES
TRAVEL
TRAINING/SCHOOLS
HELP WANTED
WANTED
ADOPTION
RIDES/RIDERS
ROOMMATES
SUBLESSORS
FOR RENT
FOR SALE
LOST & FOUND
ANNOUNCEMENTS

SERVICES OFFERED

HELP WANTED

ROOMMATES

FOR RENT

FOR RENT

SAVE MONEY on your motorcycle and auto insurance. Contact
BILL HALL at 345-7023 or stop
by HALL INSURANCE 1010 East
Lincoln Avenue.
________________________3/8
Lisc. Child Care close to campus.
Personal Care. 348-0979.
_______________________3/10

CRUISE SHIPS HIRING- Travel
the world while earning an
excellent income in the Cruise
S h i p & L a n d - To u r I n d u s t r y.
Seasonal & full-time employment available. No exp necessary. For info. call 1-206-6340468 ext. C57385.
_______________________3/28
ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT! EARN THOUSANDS
THIS SUMMER IN CANNERIES,
PROCESSORS,
ETC.
M A L E / F E M A L E .
ROOM/BOARD/TRAVEL OFTEN
PROVIDED! GUIDE. GUARANTEED SUCCESS! (919)929-4398
ext A1060.
________________________4/4
Career Opp. for PT Phys. Rehab Aide for the 3-11 shift and
available for weekends. Day
time hrs. on weekends possible.
Must be organ. & dependable.
Exper. prefer. but will train the
right person. Apply in person at
738 18th Street, Charleston, IL.
EOE.
________________________5/6
AA CRUISE SHIPS HIRING!
EARN BIG $$$ + FREE WORLD
TRAVEL
(CARIBBEAN,
EUROPE, HAWAII, ETC.) SUMMER/PERMANENT, NO EXPER.
NEC. GUIDE. (919)929-4398 ext.
E1060
________________________4/4
COMMUNITY INTEGRATION
S E RV I C E S I S S E E K I N G A
PART-TIME SKILLS TRAINER
TO WORK WITH ADULT MENTALLY ILL CLIENTS IN A RESIDENTIAL PROGRAM. Activities
of daily living will be taught,
including understanding mental
illness, medication management, provision of linkage to
various community services,
etc. Bachelors degree in social
work, psychology or related
field, or MHP status preferred,
but not required. Must have
transportation. Evening and
weekend shifts. Good benefits
and wages starting at 7.21 and
beyond, depending on education and experience. Send a
r e s u m e t o C h a n d r a S h i p l e y,
Heartland Human Services,
1108 S. Willow, PO Box 1047,
Effingham, IL 62401. (E.O.E)
_______________________3/10
BOTANY MAJORS & PLANT
LOVERS: We are now taking
applications for spring & summer. You must be available to
work weekends & be here
through the summer. Only those
ready to work Now & Work Hard
n e e d a p p l y. F o u r S e a s o n s
Garden Center South 4th St.,
Charleston. 345-3613.
________________________3/9

Nice 3 bedroom furnished apt.
Looking for 1 or 2 more girls for
Fall-Sp. Water, trash paid. Call
Amy at 348-5931 or after 5 call
345-7314.
________________________3/8
Need one more roommate to
share large Pinetree apartment.
Can have own room. Call Mark at
581-2903.
________________________3/3
Male roommate needed for ‘95’96 school yr, 2BR Apt, $200/mo
+ dep. Call Kevin 345-6117.
________________________3/7
Female Roommate NeededCheap apartment close to campus call 581-3849.
________________________3/3

Now leasing, 1995-96 school
year. Two-bedroom furnished
apartments. McArthur Manor
Apartment, 913-917 Fourth St.
345-2231 Monday-Friday, 8-5.
________________________5/1
Now leasing for 1995-96 school
year. Extra large 2 bedroom, 1
1/2 bathroom. Furnished apartment. Trash paid. Free laundry
facility. Large walk-in closets. 12
month lease. No pets. 1017
Woodlawn. Call 348-7746.
________________________5/1
Two bedrooms for 3 or 4 people
avail. Fall ‘95. Furnished, dishwasher, garbage disposal, laundry facilities. Call 345-2363.
________________________5/1
Houses for 4-5 students.
Furnished. Close to EIU. No pets.
345-6621. Leave message.
________________________5/1
Fall ‘95 Nice House for 3-5 girls
near EIU. Furnished. 348-8406.
________________________5/1

Leasing for fall: 2 bedroom furnished apartments. Close to campus. No pets! 345-7286.
________________________5/5
GIRLS 3 bedroom furnished
house, good location. Available
August 16th, washer, dryer and
AC. One year lease. No pets rent
$630/mo. Call 345-7286.
________________________5/1
Three bedroom house 1810
Johnson. Two bedroom house
1022 2nd street. Three persons.
Excellent condition. 348-5032.
_______________________3/20
Now leasing for 1995-96 school
year. 1 and 2 bedroom furnished
or unfurnished. 10 or 12 month
lease. Water and trash paid. No
pets. 947 4th St. Call 348-7746.
________________________5/1
Summer, 5 bedroom house 314
Polk 3 bedroom house 1806
11th 2 bedroom apartment. 3485032.
________________________3/7

HELP WANTED
ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT- Fishing Industry. Earn to
$3,000-$6,000+/month +benefits.
Male/Female. No experience necessary (206) 545-4155 ext
A57385.
_______________________3/10
$1750 weekly possible mailing
our circulars. No experience
required. Begin now. For info call
202-298-0955.
________________________5/1
Education majors needed to
nanny for six children in
Effingham. Two positions available. Summer evenings approximately 20 hours, summer
weekends, approximately 20
hours. Must have experience
with children and be able to
plan activities for various ages.
Only serious need apply. 3422131 ext. 101 or 234-4937 and
leave message.
_______________________3/31
Telephone surveyors needed
part-time hours Monday thru
Thursday 2:00 to 8:00 pm, Sat
9:00 to 3:00 pm, work hours of
your choice (minimal of 15 hours
per week, maximum of 30 hours).
$4.75 per hour, bonuses available. Apply in person at 2115
18th St., Charleston.
_______________________3/23
Wanted: Female bartender, 21+
for weekends. Neat in appearance, outgoing attitude. Wages +
tips yours only. Apply in person,
The Friendly Inn, Rt. 16,
Ashmore. Experience helpful.
________________________3/3
CAMP COUNSELORS wanted
for private Michigan boys/girls
summer camps. Teach: swimming, canoeing, sailing, waterskiing, gymnastics, riflery, archery,
tennis, golf, sports, computers,
camping, crafts, dramatics, OR
riding. Also kitchen, office, maintenance. Salary $1150 or more
plus R & B. Camp LWC/GWC,
1765 Maple, Nfld., IL 60093. 708446-2444.
_______________________4/19
Pizza maker wanted part time,
apply in person after 4 PM,
Pagliai’s Pizza, 1600 Lincoln,
Charleston.
________________________5/6

SUBLESSORS
WE NEED SUBLESSORS FOR
SUMMER ‘95! MED. 3 bedroom
apt. Next to campus. FURNISHED! 345-4711.
________________________3/7
Summer Sublessors Needed! 2
BR Apt. Park Place I. Fully
Furnished with A/C, free parking,
$150 mo. negotiable. 348-0937.
________________________3/3
3 Females for Summer to share 4
BR with Female. Kim 348-6497.
_______________________3/10
Sublessor needed for now!
Spring ‘95 and or Summer ‘95.
Newly remodeled and practically
on campus. Call Carrie at 5818039.
________________________3/3
SUBLESSORS NEEDED FOR
SPACIOUS
3
BEDROOM
APARTMENT. SUMMER ‘95,
NEAR CAMPUS. 345-5149.
_______________________3/10
Sublessors needed for summer. 2
bedroom Apt. 913 4th St. 3485396.
________________________3/7
Summer Sublessor/s Needed for
Summer ‘95! Nice furnished apt.
Close to campus. (4th St.) Call
345-2145.
________________________3/3
3-4 Sublessors needed for summer ‘95. Fully Furnished with A/C.
Just off Campus! 345-1317.
________________________3/9
Sub. for Sum 95’ and Fall/sp 9596. $140 mo. Call 345-5648.
_______________________3/10

FOR RENT
Nice-close to campus furnished
houses for 1995-96 school year.
12 month lease, $195/mo. Call
345-3148 evenings.
________________________5/1

CAMPUS CLIPS
UNITY GOSPEL FELLOWSHIP Choir Rehearsal at 6pm sharp in 013
Fine Arts. Mandatory attendance, dues and candy money are due, no
exceptions. Contact Dr. Banks if unable to attend.
ALPHA PHI OMEGA Social Committee meeting at 6pm in Monday in
the MLK Union walkway.
ALPHA PHI OMEGA Chapter meeting at 6:30pm on Monday in the
Sullivan Room, MLK Union. There will be a Service Committee meeting
immediately following.
EPSILON SIGMA ALPHA “Bowl-A-Thon” from 5-7pm in the University
Bowling Lanes. Remember to bring $2.
CHRISTIAN CAMPUS FELLOWSHIP Sunday Morning Worship
Service at 10:30am in the Christian Campus House, 2231 S. 4th St.
Call 345-6990 for rides or info.
SIGMA GAMMA RHO Neophyte at 11pm sharp in the Grand Ballroom,
MLK Union.
SIGMA GAMMA RHO Dance from 10pm-1:45am in the Grand
Ballroom, MLK Union.
WOMEN’S STUDIES COUNCIL “Motherlode Concert” from 6-8pm in
the Rathskeller, MLK Union. Welcome by Barbara Hill at 5:45pm.
KAPPA DELTA PI “Teaching in Russia” lecture is 6:30pm in the Kansas
Room, MLK Union. Dr. Cooper will speak on her teaching experiences.
ALPHA PHI OMEGA Communications Committee meeting at 9pm on
Sunday in the MLK Union walkway. Bring snacks, preferably chocolate!
ALPHA PHI OMEGA Pledge meeting at 8pm on Sunday in the
Oakland Room, MLK Union. Come see Tina, Nicole and their lovely
Frog.
ALPHA PHI OMEGA “Casino Night” from 6:30pm-12am in the
University Ballroom, MLK Union. APO members come and have a ball;
wear black and white and earn APO a little dough.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER Weekend Masses at 11am & 4:30pm
on Sunday in 120 Coleman Auditorium.
SCEC SWIM COMMITTEE at the Mattoon YMCA. Meet at 9:45 in the
circle drive of Buzzard.
PLEASE NOTE: Campus Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY ONLY for
any non-profit, campus organizational event. All Clips should be submitted to
The Daily Eastern News office by noon ONE BUSINESS DAY BEFORE
DATE OF EVENT. Example: an event scheduled for Thursday should be
submitted as a Campus Clip by NOON Wednesday. (Thursday is deadline
for Friday, Saturday or Sunday events.) Clips submitted AFTER DEADLINE
WILL NOT be published. No clips will be taken by phone. Any Clip that is
illegible or contains conflicting information WILL NOT BE RUN. Clips may be
edited for available space.

FRIDAY
P.M.
6:00
6:30
7:00
7:30
8:00
8:30
9:00
9:30
10:00
10:30

MARCH 3

WTWO-2

WCIA-3

WAND-7, 17

ESPN-24

USA-26

WGN-16, 9C

WILL-12

LIF-40

Fox-8, 55

DSC-33

WEIU-9, 51

TBS-18

Wheel of Fortune
Cops

News
Entmt. Tonight

News
Wheel of Fortune

SportsCenter
NHL Hockey

Wings
Wings

Love Connection
Jeffersons

MacNeil, Lehrer

Designing Women
Designing Women

Roseanne
Roseanne

Beyond 2000
Next Step

Carmen Sandiego
Bill Nye

...Boss? (6:05)
...Boss? (6:35)

Unsolved Myst.

Diagnosis Murder

Family Matters
Boy Meets World

Murder, She Wrote

Movie:Night
Crossing

Washington Week
Wall St. Week

Barbara Walters

From the Crypt

Shipwrecks
Pirates

Little House on
the Prairie

Movie:Thunderball

Dateline NBC

Under Suspicion

Step by Step
Mr. Cooper

Movie:Nightmare

Wagner Gala

Movie:The Children

X-files

Spirit of Survival
Fields of Armor

St. Elsewhere

Star Trek: The
Next Generation
Cops
Cops

Hunters

News
MCLaughlin Group
Sneak Previews
Movie:

Homicide: Life on

Picket Fences

20/20

News
David (10:35)

News
Married . . .(10:35)

of Time Square
News

the Street
News
Jay Leno (10:35)

SportsCenter

Duckman
Sports Illustrated

Night Court
Simon & Simon

Movie:

Designing Women
Designing Women

Shipwrecks
Pirates

SATURDAY
P.M. WTWO-2
6:00 Wheel of Fortune
6:30 Hoosier Million..
7:00 Empty Nest
7:30 Mommies
8:00 Sweet Justice
8:30
9:00 Sisters
9:30
10:00 News
10:30

MARCH 4
WCIA-3

WAND-7, 17

ESPN-24

USA-26

WGN-16, 9C

WILL-12

LIF-40

Fox-8, 55

DSC-33

News
M*A*S*H

News
Wheel of Fortune

Sports Center
TBA

Wings
Wings

Save By The Bell
Movie:

Lawrence Welk

MovieFatal
Memories

Star Trek: Next
Generation

World of Discovery Women and Social
Action

College Basketball

Movie:

Cops
Cops

Space Shuttle

Murder She,
Wrote

I’ll Fly Away

Movie:

Movie:

Name of Love
Girls Night Out

America’s Most
Wanted

Oooh La La
Unsolved Myst.

Simpsons
Simpsons
From the Crypt
From the Crypt

Walker, Texas Ranger Commish
News

News

Wings

News

Waiting for God
Red Dwarf

WEIU-9, 51

6B

TBS-18
WCW Wrestling Cont.

Movie:
American Cinema

Justice Files

WCW Wrestling

Space Shuttle
Basketball

SUNDAY
P.M.
6:00
6:30
7:00
7:30
8:00
8:30
9:00
9:30
10:00
10:30

Movie:You only
Live Twice

MARCH 5

WTWO-2

WCIA-3

WAND-7, 17

ESPN-24

USA-26

WGN-16, 9C

WILL-12

LIF-40

Fox-8, 55

DSC-33

WEIU-9, 51

TBS-18

Earth 2

60 Minutes

Funniest Videos
On Our Own

Sports Center

Weird Science
Duckman

Hercules

Ghostwriter

Movie cont.
Movie:

Simpson
Get Smart

Nature of Things

Pickin’ for Merle
Health Chronicles

Movie:

SeaQuest DSV

Murder, She Wrote

Lois & Clark

NHL Hockey

Movie:

Vanishing Son

Nature

Simpsons
House of Buggin’

Wildlife
In Care of Nature

Firing Line
John McLaughlin

Movie:

Movie:

Movie:

Tekwar

Highlander

Masterpiece Theater

Married...

Living with Bears

Small Business Today
EIU Connection

Great and Small
Silk Stalkings
News
Inside

SportsCenter
News

News

Silk Stalkings

News
Replay (9:40)

All Creatures Great and Small

Night Court
Lifestyles...

Mystery!

March 3, 1995

Intimate Trace

Babylon 5

Barbara Walters
Interviews

Kung Fu: The Legend
Continues

Lynch’s Colloquium
Wildlife
In Care of Nature

Successful Home Video

Basketball

Network Earth
TBA

On the Verge of the Weekend

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
FOR RENT

FOR SALE

ANNOUNCEMENTS

ANNOUNCEMENTS

ANNOUNCEMENTS

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Private Room in Residence for
male. 6 Blocks from Campus.
234-4831.
_______________________3/10
2 Females to Share 4 BR
Apartment with 2 females for
Summer 95. Kim 348-6497.
_______________________3/10
‘95-96 Need Six 1st house across
street from Lantz Gym on 2nd St.
10 months, 6 Bedrooms, Kitchen,
Bath up & down, Wash & Dryer.
$180 per month 10 month, sign
contract. Phone 345-6868.
________________________3/3
Lincolnwood Pinetree furnished
two bedroom apartments. Central
air, pool. Only a few choice apartments left. 345-6000.
________________________5/1
HOUSES & APTS FOR 95-96
SCHOOL YEAR. 345-3107
BEFORE 5:00 p.m.
________________________3/3
3 or 4 or 5 BEDROOM HOUSE,
LEASE Required. Also 2 BR Apt.
CALL 345-5728.
________________________3/3
3 bedroom apartments at the
Atrium, 95-96 Yr. Only 9 Units
left, Unique Homes 345-5022.
________________ca2/28,3/2-9
All new three bedroom Apartment
for women. New Oak Kitchen,
Dishwasher, and disposal,
Washer/dryer C/A, coiling fans,
mini Blinds. Available Aug, No
Pets. $600 a month. 345-7286.
________________________5/6
Two Quiet Renters for nice 2 BR
apt. between EIU & Wal-Mart.
Part. furn. $265.00 each incl.
water, elec. trash, cable. 12 mon
lease Dep. & Ref. req. 348-0979.
_______________________3/14
For Rent: Available for Summer
a n d 9 5 - 9 6 s c h o o l y e a r.
Apartments and Homes, clean,
modern with some utilities furnished 1 & 2 bedrooms. NOT
CLOSE TO CAMPUS. No Pets.
10 & 12 month leases are available. 217-345-4494 anytime.
_______________________3/13
3 Bedroom house, 2 Blocks from
Campus 10 month lease, 3 students, $230.00 each. 345-7181
after 5:00.
________________________3/6
Leasing for 95-96 Two houses
close to campus 4-5 girls each 10
month lease. No pets. Rent $150
each. 345-9870 after 5 P.M.
________________________3/9

1988 Ford Escort GT, 5 speed,
New Clutch, Front Brakes $4,000
obo call 345-9606.
________________________3/7
1978-KZ-1000 Looks good, &
BUILT TO RUN. Call past 4:00
p.m. 2,500 O.B.O.
_______________________3/10
Alpine- 7914 CD player, 3339
Electronic Equalizer, 3502
Amplifier, 3653 electronic crossover, 6 X 9, 4 X 6. Rockford
Fosgate- punch 150, punch 8’s.
581-8032.
________________________3/6
286 IBM COMPUTER WITH
30MB HARD DRIVE. MONITOR,
DOT MATRIX PRINTER. Q-DOS,
LOTUS 123, NORTON, MICRO
WORD, Q & A, & 8 IN 1 INCLUDED. $200 O/B/O. CALL 5813122.
_______________________3/23
DORM LOFT FOR SALE.
GREAT CONDITION. MAKES
GOOD FIRE WOOD. $35 OBO.
CALL JEN 581-3742.
_______________________3/10

RENEE OFFERMAN Its YOUR
day! Hope your 22nd birthday is
as special as you are. Much love,
Dad, Mom, Ralph and Donna.
________________________3/3
Reminder: If you want a slide of
you and your greek mom in the
Jr. Panhellenic mom/daughter
banquet bring one by the student
activities office by March 20th!
________________________3/8
PINK PANTHER TRYOUTS
Informational Meeting, March 8
8:30 P.M. Effingham Room
University Union. Tryouts March
21-23 6-10 P.M. Lantz Gym.
________________________3/8
Why stand in long lines when
we’ll do it for you. Copy ExpressRm 202 MLK Jr. Univ. Union.
________________________3/7
Go TAU TUGGERS! Keep up the
hard work it will soon pay off.
________________________3/3
HEY GAMS: Get ready for
tonight. Greatful Gams 1995 will
be a blast.
________________________3/3
MR. EIU JAMES EDER It’s all
PUMPS-And-A-BUMP NOW.
THEN PIZZA, BEER, AND NO
CRABBINESS. KICK SOME
GLUTES. CANADAY.
________________________3/3

To our ASA sisters: We are proud
to be a part of ASA! Love Pearls.
________________________3/3
Janel L. of ASA: Keep up the
good Spirit and know your mom
is always looking out for you!
Love, Beth.
________________________3/3
Wasting
away
again
in
Margaritaville... There is still time!
Rooms available in Daytona
Beach. Low Low prices. Call Joe
NOW. 581-3532.
________________________3/3
Congratulations Billy Pritchard
of Sigma Pi on being elected to
the position of Herald. You’ll do
a great job. Alpha Phi love,
Jeanne.
________________________3/3
KINDER: CONGRATULATIONS
ON THE CAMP JOB! WE’LL
MISS YOU, BUT WE KNOW
YOU’LL DO GREAT! LOVE,
CHRISSY, JULIE, HEDGE.
________________________3/3
TIM “CHECKER” MARSALLA
O F TA U K A P PA E P S I L O N ,
GOOD LUCK IN THE MR. EIU
B O D Y B U I L D I N G C O N T E S T.
W E W I L L D E F I N I T E LY B E
THERE. LOVE, BECKY, SUE,
AND KAREN T.
________________________3/3

LISA STRANZ of Tri-Sigma:
Congratulations on being chosen
as Campus Liaison Co-Chair for
Homecoming 1995! Your sisters
are very happy for you!
________________________3/3
Natalie, Lori, Janice, Carolyn,
and Kristin of TRI-SIGMA:
Congratulations on your initiat i o n ! Yo u a l l m a k e b e a u t i f u l
actives, your sisters are SO
proud of you!!
________________________3/3
TRI-SIGMAS- The Chapter
Consultant will be arriving at 7 pm
Sunday. Regular Chapter meeting will be held Sunday at 5 pm.
in the Charleston/Mattoon Room.
________________________3/3
THE MEN of TAU KAPPA
EPSILON would like to say to the
Ladies of PHI SIGMA SIGMA:
GET READY TO HAVE A BLAST
TONIGHT!
________________________3/3
Congratulations
to
Dawn
Wisniewski on getting Booklet Chair
for Homecoming Committee 1995.
Your sisters are Proud of you.
________________________3/3
Try us. You’ll like us. Copy
Express- Rm. 202 MLK Jr. Univ.
Union. 581-3820.
________________________3/7

JASON MINOR OF SIG PI- I AM
SO EXCITED TO BE YOUR
MOM. I’M LOOKING FORWARD
TO MEETING YOU! DELTA
ZETA LOVE, YOUR MOM.
________________________3/3
A-Phis...Ike’s...A-Phis go to
Ike’s....A-Phis!...Ike’s!!
________________________3/3
Hey Alpha Phis! Go to 4 o’clock
Club at Ike’s today! Can’t wait to
see you all there!
________________________3/3
Congratulations to Michelle
Gaddini on being elected MAPCA
President! We are proud of you!
Love the women of Jr. Pan-Hel.
________________________3/3
Congratulations
to
the
Panhellenic Council and the
Interfraternity Council on winning
the Sutherland and Jellison
Awards. Way to Go! Love the
women of Jr. Pan-Hel.
________________________3/3
Need a paper typed? Copy
Express- Rm 202 Univ. Union.
________________________3/7
HEY BUFFALO! CONGRATULATIONS ON YOUR FIRST PLACE
CONFERENCE FINISH IN THE
35 LB. SHOT— YOUR TEKE
BROTHERS ARE PROUD!
________________________3/3

FOR SALE
1989 IROC-Z $6,800 WHOLESALE PRICE, BLACK. Call 9675415.
________________________3/3
For Sale: complete car stereo.
Call for more details. 345-3887.
________________________3/7
Car Stereo: Clarion Pullout,
Sentrek Booster EQ, Yamaha 6 x
9’s- ONLY $225! Great Condition,
345-5197.
________________________3/6

LOST AND FOUND
Lost- Programming in True Basic
Textbook. Reward if returned.
Call 348-5041.
________________________3/6

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Attention fraternities, sororities
Capones is the best spot for your
private functions. Book your date
today. 348-0288.
________________________3/6
M O N E Y. . . M O N E Y. . . M O N E Y
FROM NOW UNTIL BREAK
TOKENS OFFERS NO LIMIT
CHECK CASHING...ALSO FOR
A LIMITED TIME USE YOUR
CREDIT CARD TO GET CASH!!!
NO CASH ADVANCE FEES.
TOKENS YOU CAN COUNT ON
US.
________________________3/9
THIS WEEK AT IKES: MONMARDI GRAS-GET YOUR INVITATION. TUES- NEW D.J. NITEJOIN THE 200 CLUB, BALTIMORE ZOO $4.00. WEDS- D.J. &
DANCE, KEYSTONES 75 cents.
THURS- LONGNECKS $1.25. FRIPITCHERS $3.00 ALL DAY,
PARTY AT 4 0’CLOCK CLUB.
________________________3/3
Hot, Hot, Hot, Ladies Skimpy Swim
wear, 2 free Tans with Purchase.
Super Bed Has openings, 10 sessions $50.00 Jamaican Tan 3480018, 410 7th St.
________________________3/3
SUPER
SALE!
“JUST
SPENCE’S” 1148 SIXTH ST.
OPEN TUES-SAT 1:30-5 p.m.
345-1469. WE ALSO BUY!
________________________3/3
NEW FAST Delivery Rosie’s
Restaurant. BEST Burgers in
town. 348-8055.
________________________3/8

Make a Difference !
RESIDENTIAL CAMP STAFF. Camp Jened serves adults
who have a wide range of disabilities. Join our summer staff and have an incredible experience working
in the Catskill Mountains in New York. Jobs available
for counselors, program staff, cooks and nurses.
Season runs from June 1 through August 24. Good
salary, room and board, and partial travel expenses.
Call 914-434-2220
or write CAMP JENED P.O. BOX 483,
ROCK HILL NEW YORK 12775
@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@
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SURPRISE
YOUR FRIEND!
Place a

BIRTHDAY AD
with a

PHOTO AND MESSAGE
in

The Daily Eastern
News
(Deadline: 3 Business Days
Before Ad is to run)

On the Verge of the Weekend

March 3, 1995
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in the Charleston area may
contact Testing Services (5815986) for information about registering by mail. Special
Accommodations: Students
requesting special accommodations due to disabilities or an
alternative to Saturday testing
due to religious convictions
should contact Dr. Bud
Sanders, Acting Director of
Testing Services. Fees: $15;
retakes $10.
Mary Ellen Varble
Chair, Student Teaching Dept.

OFFICIAL
NOTICES
Official Notices are paid for by
the Office of University Relations.
Questions concerning Notices
should be directed to the originator.

TESTA OF ACHIEVEMENT
AND PROFICIENCY
The Tests of Achievement and
Proficiency (TAP) will be given
on Saturday, March 25, 1995.
Passing scores on the TAP or
the PPST are required as a
part of the criteria for admission
to Teacher Education. Applicants for admission to Teacher
Education may take the TAP
only twice. Registration: Students must register for the TAP
through Testing Services at the
Test Registration Booth in the
Union at least seven (7) days
prior to the test date. At the
time of registration the student
must present a photo ID. The
appropriate fee will be billed to
the
student’s
university
account. Persons not residing

SEMINARS
The Career Planning and
Placement Center will be offering the following seminars:
“The Teaching Interview” on
Tuesday, March 7, 1995 from
7:00 p.m. to 8:00 p.m. in the
Charleston-Mattoon Rooms of
the Union. “Resumes and
Cover Letters Made Easy” on
Wednesday, March 8, 1995
from 4:00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m. in
the Charleston-Mattoon Rooms
of the Union. All students are
welcome.
Shirley Stewart
Director, Student Services/
R

R

R

R

Career Planning & Placement
DROP DEADLINE
The deadline for dropping a
class and receiving an automatic “W” for the class is FRIDAY, MARCH 10. Be sure to
call in on the Touch-Tone System at least 15 minutes before
closing time.
Michael D. Taylor
Director of Registration
SPRING 1995 TRANSCRIPTS
If you will be requiring a transcript from Eastern ILlinois University, either after Spring 1995
grades or Spring 1995 graduation, the Records Office will
start accepting requests in 119
Old Main on Monday, April 1,
1995. Cost per transcripts is
$4.00.
John H. Conley
Registrar
GRADUATION REQUIREMENT DEADLINE
For a student to be considered
a Spring Semester 1995 graduate, ALL graduation requirements must be met by 4:30
p.m. on Wednesday, May 31,

1995. This means any
removals off incomplete,
changes of grades, or official
transcripts of academic work
from other institutions MUST
reach the Records Office by
that date. If all requirements
are not met, the student should
reapply for graduation for Summer Term 1995 no later than
Thursday, June 15, 1995.
John H. Conley
Registrar

John H. Conley
Registrar

dent’s record includes withholding grade reports and precludes readmission, registration, or graduation.
John H. Conley
Registrar

REPEATED COURSES
Students repeating courses
Spring Semester 1995 and
wanting their grade point average recalculated should complete the necessary form in the
Records Office, Room 119 Old
Main.
John H. Conley
Registrar

REAPPLICATION
FOR GRADUATION
Any student who has applied
fro graduation for a future
semester or summer term then
finds that he/she will be graduating at a different time MUST
reapply for graduation in the
Records Office. There is no
additional charge for reapplying. Reapplications must be
accomplished no later than the
published deadline of the new
semester or summer term when
he/she plans to graduate. For
Summer Term 1995, the deadline is Thursday, June 15,
1995.

STUDENT GRADE REPORTS
At the close of each grading
period, Student Grade Reports
are mailed to the home
addresses listed by the students--NOT the local addresses. Please be sure that you
have requested a change of
address with Housing if there
has been a change in your
home address to which grades
will be mailed.
John H. Conley
Registrar

UNCLEAR RECORDS
The academic records for students who have outstanding
obligations with such departments as Booth Library, Athletic Department, Textbook Rental
Service, Financial Aids, Chemistry Department, Security,
Housing, etc. will be marked
unclear. Each student should
check with all departments to
clear all obligations prior to
semester or summer term
breaks and/or leaving the University permanently. Official
transcripts for any student with
an unclear record will be withheld and not sent to any one or
any place. A hold on a stu-

CORRESPONDENCE
COURSE
Students who plan to take any
work by correspondence from
some other college/university
MUST have that course
approved in the Records
OFfice prior to enrolling for the
course.
John H. Conley
Registrar

ENTERTAINMENT REPORTS

R

CALL FOR REVIEWS AND RATINGS

CALL NOW!

Tonight

R

R

All Ages

R

R

R

R

Performance

R

MILLER’S AUTOMOTIVE SERVICE

1-900-988-1156 EXT. 126 $2.00 PER MIN, AVG CALL 2 MINS
AVERAGE COST PER CALL $4.00
MAXIMUM COST $10.00
TOUCH TONE PHONE REQ
UNDER 18 GET PARENT’S PERMISSION
STRAUSS ENTERPRISES, CARMEL, CA (408)625-1910

Call 345-3335
for reasonable rates!
315 6th Street
Charleston

The best “Tow-Job” in Town!

ifty
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Walker's
24 HOUR WESTSIDE SUPER SAVER

Prices Effective
Friday, March 2nd thru
Thursday, March 9th, 1995

100% Quality Satisfaction
Guaranteed
2% or Whole

RC COLA
or DIET RITE

WALKER’S 1/2
GALLON MILK

97

Coke, Pepsi, RC
We Will Not Be
Undersold!

When We
Say
We Ad
Match
Competitors
Ads
WE DO IT!!!

P
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Guaranteed Best Price!
®

Cash Station now
available at
Eastside and
Westside Locations

Kraft

MAC & CHEESE
DINNERS

24 Pack
Cans

7 1/4 Oz.
Pkgs.

Nabisco 13 oz. Toastettes
or 16 oz.

PREMIUM
SALTINES

97

97

22//

$ 87
87

¢

Open 6 am - 11 pm

ATM Debit Cards, Master, Visa, Discover Accepted

¢¢

¢¢

Selected Varities

Tony’s

Banquet

Rippon Good

MINUTE MAID
ORANGE JUICE

CAFE WORLD
EGG ROLLS

POT PIES

MINI BITS COOKIES

1

$ 97

64 oz.
Ctns.

9 oz.
Pkgs.

2

$

14 oz.
Pkg.

27

7 oz.
Pkgs.

87

¢¢

3

22/$
/$ 00
00

10-13 oz.
Pkgs.

This Sale is a Real ICEBREAKER

General Mills

HONEY NUT
CHEERIOS

3

22//

2/
2/$$ 9977
KEEBLER
GRAHAMS

1

$$ 97
97

16 oz.
Pkg.

Keebler

Keebler E. L. FUDGE

SANDWICH COOKIES MUNCH ‘EMS

97

10 oz.
Pkg.

¢¢

1

$$ 777

10 oz.
Pkg.

• Open 24 Hours • Money Orders-39¢ • Food Stamps Accepted • Postage Stamps •Lotto • Coupons Accepted • Xerox Service • All Stores Now Accept ATM Debit Cards

SUPER FOODS

200 WESTERN AVE. - MATTOON

OPEN
24
HOURS

WESTSIDE SUPER SAVER
1460 E. STREET - CHARLESTON

OPEN
24
HOURS

EASTSIDE SUPER MARKET
960 18TH ST. - CHARLESTON

55 YEARS OF CUSTOMER CARE

8B

March 3, 1995

On the Verge of the Weekend

